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Stories From The Chief Life...

The Struggle...

What's behind the glasses and the hair?

How does he stay so strong?

Inside stories on the Middle School Read-A-Thon.
"Spirit fingers up!" The student section throws up their spirit fingers at a home basketball game to cheer on the White Pigeon player shooting free throws.

Rallying at a pep assembly, the student body claps and cheers as the varsity football team is introduced.

"SET HIT, SET HIT, CHIEF PRIDE!" Joining in with the football players, Chief fans get hyped before the big game.

"Here we go Chiefs, here we go!" Cheering and laughing while showing her school spirit, Freshman Delainy Krebs attends a home football game.

"Deuces!" Seniors Ashley Stewart and Brooke Faulkner lean against the fence as they watch the home football game.

"We've got spirit, yes we do!" A group of sophomores make signs for the boys' football game.

Being the ultimate Chief fan, Freshman Zane Shoppell gets the crowd pumped up.

Dressed to impress, a group of freshmen show their red and black swag.

Busting a move during half-time of a boys' basketball game, the student section shows off their smooth dance moves.

Supporting the track team while having a good time is 8th Grader Sarah Evilsizer and Junior Michael Galvan. "It's really fun watching kids from school showing their competitive side on the track," explained Michael.
Top Trends

Top Clothing

What's Popular! Our girls like to stay in fashion and look good wearing chiffon shirts, scarves, leggings and boots. Our guys like to look good for the ladies! To stay in style the guys trend in sweatshirts, blue jeans, sweatpants and tennis shoes. All of our students stay with the times using the most current technology devices.

6th Grader Blaine Shafer is right in style with his Under Armour sweatshirt.

Don't you like scarves? Sophomore MaKenna Bolinger stays in fashion with a mustache printed scarf.

Don't you like to look cute and be comfortable? Junior Courtney Brown trends with floral leggings.

6th Grader Paige Brock is a trendsetter in the middle school with a chiffon shirt.

Striking a pose, Ms. Schuler stays in style with a pair of cute brown boots.

How much did you pay for those jeans? 7th Grader Carlos Castro stays fresh with a nice pair of hollister blue jeans.

Are you comfortable? Nike sweatpants are Freshman Jordan Olsen's comfy day apparel.

Take a look at those shoes! Senior Matt Eger stays in style with his sweet kicks!

Top Apps

[Icons for social media: Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram, Facebook]
All Dressed Up

Monday - Camo Day
Trying to stay hidden, Juniors Kamryn Six, Dani Chantrenne, Courtney Brown, Cody Hagen, Cyndi Flood, Senior Jaime Rangel and Junior Michael Crowl show off their attire for camo day.

Tuesday - Disney Day
Juniors Alyvia Axe, Destinee Duke, and Tiffany Barnes prove you're never too old for Disney.

Wednesday - Color Day
Seniors watch in amazement as classmate Matt Figer shows off his twerking skills.

Thursday - Twin Day
Twinning! Juniors Alaina Maas, Lexi Walters, Shelby Robinson, Brianna Lapham and Ryan Kemp show that five is better than one.

Friday - Red & Black Day
We've got spirit! Members of the senior class show off their school spirit before the big homecoming football game and crown the King and Queen activities.

Homecoming week is what kicks off the new school year. From the dress up days to Friday night's football game, there is so much going on, it's crazy. It's the time to make memories with all your friends and to have a good time.

During the week, we have fun dress up days, and the lunch time activities. These activities are not even the best part of the week, Friday is what most people look forward to! Friday is the day of the parade, the assembly, the football game, crowning of the King and Queen, and the dance. It's definitely a busy week.

Lunch Time Activities

Practicing their aim! Seniors Mitchell Moore and Mallory Lambert participate in the Nerf Gun Activity during lunch time and hit their targets to win this event for their class.

How many marshmallows can you put in your mouth and say "Chubby Bunny"? Freshman Zane Shoppell, Junior Kamryn Six and Senior Chas Rathburn were brave enough to participate in this hilarious activity.

Scoreboard

1st Place:
Seniors 770

2nd Place:
Sophomores 620

3rd Place:
Juniors 610

4th Place:
Freshmen 550
The Junior coaches call a time out so their team can talk over their game plan.

"It was such an exciting moment" said Senior Morgan Bailey after she scored a touchdown.

"The tradition continues. The Senior and Junior girls, coaches and the rest of the school all look forward to the PowderPuff game on Thursday of Homecoming week. This year a great game was played by both teams but, ultimately the Seniors won and the final score was 24 to 12.

"It was such an exciting moment" said Senior Morgan Bailey after the ball carrier trying to prevent another Senior touchdown.

Junior Courtney Brown runs after the ball carrier trying to prevent another Senior touchdown.

The Junior coaches were Dylan Hochstetler, Mike Crow, Mike Anderson, and Donavon Greymore.

Senior Allie Bailey runs for a touchdown but Junior Courtney Brown tears off her flag just before she can score.

Senior Bethany Hagner runs for a touchdown while she avoids a "tackle" by Junior Destinee Duke.

Junior Alaina Mass dodges Senior Brooke Faulkner as she reaches for her flag.

Junior Makena Ashbrook was voted Most Valuable Player for the Junior Team.

"It was such an exciting moment" said Senior Morgan Bailey after she scored a touchdown.

Senior Taylor Longacre was voted Most Valuable Player for the Senior Team.

Seniors Ashley Stewart, Kaylyn Robinson, and Rachel Brock.

Seniors Megha Patel, Taylor Longacre, and Brooke Faulkner.

Seniors Mallory Lambert, Brittany Wright, and Natasha Mercer.

Juniors Makena Ashbrook and Alex Russell-Mills.

Juniors Cyrdi Flood, Kamryn Six, and Laney Byler.


Assembly

Let’s all sing along to the Bulldog song! Juniors Ryan Kemp, Lexi Walters, and Alaina Maas help Mr. Shoppell with his sing along.

1, 2, 3 Pull! Junior girls show off their muscles in a battle against the Seniors in a game of tug of war.

Junior Dani Chantrenne moves to the music and tries her best to keep her balance while hula hooping.

We are not just a team. We are a family.

Homecoming isn’t complete without our annual parade and assembly. Early in the day our Band leads a parade across town to the elementary school where the Fall sports teams stop to talk to the kids and get them just as pumped up as we are for the thrilling night of football. The final event of the school day is an assembly filled with competitive games in the gym.

Parade

Football lovers and JV players Sophomore Jake Black, Freshman Michael Bright and Kyle Eastman show their spirit and excitement as they ride through town.

BOOM! BANG! BANG! Drumline and band members Junior Luc Osborn, Senior Mike Nowicki, Junior Lexi Walters, Sophomore Austin Walters and Freshman Jair Luna perform during assemblies.

They keep marching on. Seniors Natasha Mercer, Jazyme Spillers, and crazy haired Jordan Lucas take part in the parade supporting the Senior class with a spunky poster.

A bonus of being a homecoming queen candidate. Seniors Allie Bailey, Haley Miller, and Morgan Bailey got a ride on the back of a mustang during the parade.

Band Members Senior Stephanie Land, Junior Brianna Lapham, Freshmen, Jair Luna, Whitney Fields and Leah Stiver, and Juniors Ryan Kemp and Shelby Robinson got pumped up and ready for their march through town.
Homecoming is one of the biggest events that everyone looks forward to at the beginning of the school year. The Freshmen, Sophomores, and Juniors select two people to represent their class. Then five Senior boys, and five Senior girls are chosen to run against each other for the crowning of King and Queen. Every student in the High School votes for their favorite candidate. During halftime of the football game, the King and Queen are announced. This year the King was Chas Rathburn, and Queen was Morgan Bailey. “It was the Homecoming I’ve always dreamed of,” said Chas, “It was a great way to start out my senior year.”
Camp Eberhart is the beginning of the first chapter of high school for the Freshman class. It’s a day packed with exciting activities to help bring the class together as a whole. Some of the activities that students participate in help with team building and leadership skills.

Row, row, row the canoe! Alejandro Valdez, Mike Watkins, and Chris Smith contemplate how to make sure they can stay dry on their canoe ride.

Steady! Aim! Release! Madison Gremore and Skyler DeMeyer are ready to hit the target during the archery activity at camp.

Don’t rock the boat! Robyn Watson, Grace Keyer, and Obie Rathburn row their boat with caution.

We have to wear this? Hailey Personette and Alexis Burkholder hesitantly put on their safety gear before they begin their high rope activity.

Gavin Kopf

Cole Grant

Hunter Rummiller

Jair Luna
Never falling short to give everyone a good laugh, comedian, Craig Tornquist, travels around the country performing clean comedian acts for students. Craig Tornquist has been coming to White Pigeon for over a decade to give all the 8th graders in the building a good laugh. His awesome attitude and hilarious jokes create a contagious laughter to everyone who attends.

Wave to the queen! Getting crowned as the 2014 Big Hair Queen is Makayla Meyer. As part of her reward, she had the honor of being serenaded by Craig with a song "You Are My Hair Queen".

Lizy Anderson and Katie Caraway stand up and clap their hands as they participate in one of Craig’s games that includes all the 8th graders.

I like big hair and I cannot lie! Rocking the crazy hair is Raichel Axe and Angela Gibson, who assisted in creating the wacky hair. This team came in second in the Big Hair contest judged by the rest of the 8th graders.

Reminiscing on his boy scout days, Craig Tornquist sings his boy scout rap to the audience. His clean take on comedy is a hit with all the students who attended.

“Now to my next question...” Craig Tornquist interviews Tony Solis’ future self. Tony said that in the future he wants to be a professional football player.

Having all the right dance moves in Nick Andaverde and Hunter Jourdan rocking sunglasses over their eyes while back-up dancing for Craig while he sings a few notes.

Gyrating those hips just like Elvis Presley, Craig Tornquist performs a song and dance impersonating The King of Rock and Roll.

Laughing and cheering uncontrollably are the 8th graders who attended Craig’s show. "Letting us be apart of the show made it way more fun then just sitting and watching the entire time," said Paige Brock who is cheering her fellow classmate on.

Giggling throughout the entire show are Zack Hendricks, Josh Haarer, and Morgan McDonald.
Every year sixth graders prepare for their Chicago Trip by selling candy bars. Once they arrive in Chicago they get to go to the Lincoln Park Zoo, Willis Tower, Rainforest Cafe, the Museum of Science and Industry and then to finish their day of fun filled events they get to go to Medieval Times for dinner and a show. This trip was made possible and planned by Mrs. Dayharsh.
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103 Floors Up!! Joanna Jones, Alexis Wyatt, Jessica Tallman Ashley Masson stand on the glass balcony overlooking Chicago.

It's a real German U-505 Submarine! Izzy Stamp and Abby Stager climbed inside a torpedo tube during their tour through the historical submarine.

Get down from there! Ian St. Germain, Gabe Ragsdale, and Jacob Mullineaux climbed aboard the anchor outside of the Museum of Science and Industry.

As their last stop of the day, RyLeigh Bigelow, Tori Whitney, Miria Burks get ready to root for the yellow knight (who unfortunately did not win) as their adventure at Medieval Times begins.

Look at that view! Up in the Willis Tower students Gustavo Castro, Chris Bontrager, Abby Haney, Stone Kemp, Kobe Yoder look at everything from a higher level up in the sky.

Sarah Young, Taylor Weiss and Gabe Ragsdale take a break at the Museum of Science and Industry to sit on the trolley that was a big part of transportation back in the day.

What was that? Stone Kemp, Brian Ernsberger, Joe Beardsley, Blaine Shafter, and Kobe Yoder take a lunch break at the Rainforest Cafe and enjoy the sites and sounds of the rainforest as they eat lunch.

They may have left Chicago but Joe Beardsley, Boe Eckman, and Cadan Bowling are still enjoying themselves on their way home from their adventurous day.

Ian St. Germain takes a big risk to have a little fun while learning about the coal mines by almost getting his head stuck in the mask.
During the Winter of 2011, the teachers came up with the idea of the “Chief Bash.” It is used as a way to reward students for being responsible, respectful, and having good relationships. At the end of the first semester there were inflatables, Bingo, Minute to Win It, Just Dance, and snacks. There were also rewards given that ranged from gift cards to iPod touches. At the end of the year reward they also gave prizes and served the student body ice cream.

Don’t let it fall! Juniors Breanna Griffis and Lucas Hagen work together to build the highest tower out of toothpicks and Dots candy. “At first we had no idea what to do. Then when we really got into it and it got us the win” Breanna told us.

Concentrate! Junior Dylan Hochstetler tries to stack the dominos as high as he can without them falling over.

You have a Minute to Win It! Sixth Grader Abbygate Haney tries to get as many cotton balls in the other bowl as fast as she can.

Great form!! Senior Morgan Bailey shows off her amazing bowling skills when the Seniors went to the Sturgis Bowl. “It was a lot of fun going out with our class.” Morgan told us.

Best friends for life!! Seventh Graders Kasandra Whitney and Cruz Galvan take a break from the fun to have some nachos.

I got this! Senior Brenna Elkins picks out her favorite size bowling ball to prove to her friends that she can win.

BINGO! Sixth Graders Kali Wesse, Reyna Fieis, and Blaine Shafer wait to see if they have won a Bingo to earn a big candy bar.

I like to move it! Freshmen Jordan Olsen, Skyler DeMeyer, and Grace Keyer battle to the death...in Just Dance 4. “I was not expecting to win, but I had a lot of fun dancing with Jordan and Grace. The faces that they made after they lost were great!” Skyler told us.

Look out below! Sixth Grader Miriah Burks jumps down the blow up slide so she can hurry and go do the other activities in the gym.
Middle School

Each year the middle school students have reward days to reward them for passing their classes and showing their Chief pride by being on their best behavior. The middle school students had the privilege this year of going to Eby Pines where they could play in the arcade, skate, and have snacks to eat. They also went bowling at the Sturgis Bowling Alley and went to see the premier of the new movie Catching Fire of The Hunger Games trilogy.

Vroom! Vroom! Sixth Grader Sahara Rummler and Seventh Graders Clark Miller, Nash Brooks, and Dillon Tullos watch Seventh Grade classmates Alexander McIntyre and Jack Rupple battle for first place in the Need For Speed game in the arcade.

Sixth Graders Blossom King and Abigail Haney take a break from roller blading to enjoy a nice chat with each other.

Wow we're tired! Seventh Graders Aaron Weaver and Carter Grant sit down and take a break to relax after battling it out in a competitive and fun game of bowling.

Seventh Graders Destiny Jones, Hailey Bender, and Kimberlee Shaffer take a break to catch their breath before getting back up to skate again.

Let's Conga! All the middle school students formed a conga line and skated around the roller rink and just had fun on the exciting rewards day they got to participate in.

All excited and ready to skate are Eighth Graders Noah Hagen and Noah Krull who are ready to have some fun.

Are you ready to skate? Sixth Grader Blane Shaffer is as he laces up his inline roller blades to get ready to race around the skating rink with his friends and have a fun time.

Eighth Graders Kamren Garten, Tony Solis, and Seventh Grader Dominic Solis show us a smile while waiting to get a snack.

Sixth Graders Izabella Stamp, Melissa Hayden, and Delilah Weaver make some fun memories of skating with friends and playing in the arcade.
Rewards Day

Lets Bowl! Eighth Grader Aiden Adams chooses which bowling ball he will use and gets ready to play a fun game against his friends.

Those are some beautiful smiles! Eighth Graders Lizzy Anderson and Destiny Lukowski show off their smiles and have fun while relaxing, talking with friends, and bowling.

Which ball is mine? Eighth Grader Kaitlyn Caraway picks out her bowling ball as she prepares to bowl a strike to win the game.

What a fun day for Seventh Graders Dominic Solis, Carlos Castro, Mason Aumack, and Evan Atherton who got to participate in the rewards day of bowling.

Say cheese! Eighth Grader Dakota Ryall chills out while waiting for his turn to bowl in the game.

Seventh Graders Austin Miller, Adrian Monroy Orozco, and Kodi Bronke prepare for a fun and friendly game of bowling.

Taking a break from an intense game of bowling to chat with some friends are Eighth Graders Nicholas Middleton, Teara Webb, Anna Fusaro, and Donovan Snook.

Group together now! Eighth Graders Kiley Lowery, Sebastian Castro, Cole Shafer, Hunter Jourdan, and Ezekiel Maclas come together for a group picture before starting their bowling game.

Yummy! Yummy! Sixth Graders Makenzie Monroe, Claycee West, and Bee Eckman take a break from their bowling game to grab a snack and relax.
Winterfest

Favorite Character Day

"Give us back our pizzas!!" Seniors Chas Rathburn, Cahil Krajniak, and Matt Eger with Junior Donavon Gremore bring out their inner ninja turtle for favorite character day. "We like turtles!" said Chas. "I had a lot of fun doing karate down the halls. I'm gonna miss my Junior pal next year."

Dress Up Days

This week was filled with fun packed dress up days, an assembly, and a home game against Bronson. The Seniors finished off the week in first place with 370 points. Close behind them were the Freshmen with 320 points. Finishing in third place were the Sophomores with 240 points, and finally in fourth place were the Juniors with 200 points. The week consisted of the 9th-12th grades dressing-up: Monday was Ugly Sweater Day, Tuesday was Beach Day, Wednesday was Favorite Character Day, Thursday was Senior Citizen Day, and Friday was Red and Black Day. The Varsity boys finished off the week with a win against the Bronson Vikings with a score of 67-62. The Varsity girls finished with a score of 37-57.

Chief Pride! Seniors Brittany Wright, Allie Bailey, Megan Keith, Sammie Keegan, Mitch Black, Melissa Swinehart, and Lita Burton dress up in their best red and black attire on Friday to get their class into first place. "This year was a lot of fun! I can't believe it's Senior year, I'm going to miss this." Brooke told us.

Ugly Sweater Day

And the winner for ugliest sweater goes to? Freshmen Grace Keayer, Madi Gremore, Skylar DeMeyer, Robyn Watson, Obie Rathburn, and Hailey Carper wore the ugliest sweaters that they could find on Monday to keep their team in first place.

OW! My back!! Junior Ryan Kemp, Freshman Birdie Murphy, Juniors Alaina Maas and Lexi Walters, and Sophomore Alea Hollliday show their school spirit by dressing up as Senior citizens on Thursday.

Beach Day

Lets go to the beach! Juniors Riley Olsen, Dylan Hochstetler, Michael Anderson, Chad Barton, Mike Crowl, and Dani Chantrenne are ready to go to the beach as they dress in their beach clothes for Beach Day on Tuesday.
6th Grader Gustavo Castro, 7th Grader Anthony Beardsley, Junior Danielle Chantrenne and four others participated in the musical basketball chairs game while Senior Chas Rathburn helps out.

Junior Riley Olsen is safe for now and Senior Brett Baker is out of the musical chairs basketball game.

Senior Chas Rathburn helps get the assembly going with the Chief roller coaster. Over the years Chas has pumped up the crowd with his fun and exciting roller coaster.

Ms. Schuler, Ms. Gilbert, and Mrs. Williams get ready to bombard the Senior class. The teachers lost but it was an epic match.

Seniors Bethany Hagner, Haley Miller, and Cahil Krajnak are first to start the bombardment on the teachers. The Seniors won all of their matches and went on to play the teachers in the championship match.

Welcome to Monsters Inc! The Sophomores tried their hardest to make the hallway have a scary vibe to it. The sophomores placed fourth for this scary idea of fun.

Senior Brooke Faulkner paints Nemo for her class hallway after school.

The Freshmen placed 2nd in the hallway competition. It really took you back to childhood memories.

Bee-do, Bee-do! The Junior hallway was on fire placing third in the hallway competition. The lights on the ceiling made the hallway sparkle.

Freshmen Birtie Murphy, Grace Keyer, Michael Bright and Jordan Olsen all stayed after school to make memories decorating their hall.

Just keep swimming! Just keep swimming! The Seniors placed first with their Nemo under the sea experience. What an outstanding display!
Winterfest Court is chosen by members of each club and two couples are chosen by the faculty. Throughout the week, the members of court are expected to participate in dress up days and hall decorating. Then they must write an essay about what leadership skills they have learned through extracurricular activities. Those essays are then judged by a panel of judges to decide the winners. The King and Queen are then announced on Friday during half time at the boys basketball game.
White Pigeon continues their tradition once again. The Junior and Senior Boys, with their girl coaches, go head-to-head in a twenty-five point, best two-out-of-three volleyball game. The first team to get to twenty-five, two times, wins the game. This year the junior boys took the lead and won the first set. However, the Senior boys came back to continue their winning title, and won the last two sets.
Can't touch this! Student Council pulls off another year fun packed with dances. First was the Homecoming dance, followed by the Semi Formal dance, and finally the Winterfest Dance. They served food, drinks, and candy. They also brought in a DJ so the students could listen and jam to their favorite songs.

High School

Slowly things down a bit is Senior Bethany Hagner and Junior Donavon Greer at the Winterfest dance. "I'm sad it's my Senior year, but I had a lot of fun at the dances. They did a good job this year," Bethany said.

Group hug!! Sophomores Kaitlyn Colvin, Riley Phelps, Brianna Dressler, and Makenna Bolinger watch their friends dance at the Winterfest dance after the home basketball game.

Standing in lines and trying not to run into people are the 9th-12th Graders at the Homecoming dance. At every dance they play the "Cha Cha Slide" and everyone joins in.

Winterfest King, Junior Ryan Kemp, takes a break from his celebration to take a silly picture with Junior Alaina Maas and Freshman Leah Sittier. "I had no idea that I would win, but I had a blast! I can't wait till next year!" Ryan said.

Top: Freshman Cameron Watson, Zane Shoppell, and Kevin Barnes take a break to have a quick snack as they watch others dance. Left: Junior Dylan Hochstetler helps classmate and semi-formal date Courtney Brown fix her shoe.

Middle School

The Freshmen class sponsored a Halloween and a Semi formali dance this year for the Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth graders. They were offered food, drinks, and time to have fun with friends.

Showing off her mad dance skills at the middle school Halloween dance is Sixth Grader Reyna Fielis.

Seventh Grader Kyle Black and Eighth Grader Shanna Hagner are one of the many couples that attended the dance.

Time for a break! Eighth Grader Aiden Adams takes a break from all the dancing to head to the snack table and grab a drink and a snack.

Sixth Graders Alexandria Hill, Alexis Wyatt, Abby Stager, and Kaitlynn Wolfe enjoyed showing each other their moves and learning some new ones.

"To the left, to the left, to the left..." Eighth Graders Sidney Mishler and Madi Belli dance along to the song "Cupid Shuffle."
Every year the Junior class hosts Grand March, Prom, & Post Prom. This year's Grand March was held in the High School Gymnasium. Grand March is the time for prom-goers to shine. Everyone walks across the stage to show off their dresses and handsome dates.
Choo Choo! Junior Cole Sellers and Cody Hagen start a train and get everyone involved to follow their lead. They zig zagged through the tables and out around the balcony to the song “The Car Wash.”

Taking a little break with their dates are Juniors Makena Ashbrook, Sophomores Braydon Steeb and Nick McIntyre, and Junior Alex Russell-Mills.

This year prom was held at the Klinger Lake Country Club in Sturgis. The Junior class did an excellent job planning the wonderful evening and the decorations were beautiful. The outdoor balcony and screened-in porch really added to the elegant evening. It was the perfect way to cool off after all the dancing.

Just arriving at prom are Junior Emilee Lane with Senior Kyla Bellerine who brought her sister Jasmyne Reeves.

“Don’t Stop Believing!” shouts everyone as they form a giant circle with everyone joined side by side, swaying back and forth singing out every word.

Everyone shows their excitement for being at Prom by throwing their arms up and posing for the camera.

To the right, to the right, to the right! Everyone comes together on the dance floor to dance to the “Cha Cha Slide” as they follow along to the words of the song.

**King and Queen**
Seniors Matt Eger and Bethany Hagner

**Prince and Princess**
Juniors Riley Olsen and Dani Chantrenne

Daniel Shuman (12) and Kasandra Hershberger (11)

Rachael Kemp (10) and Brendan Price (11)

Melanie Laferty (10) and Billy Roose (12)

Madison Axe (9) and Trampus Whitaker (11)

Skyler DeMeyer (9) and Mike Crowl (11)

Chase Switzer (10) and Mike Anderson (11)

Shelly Shermak (Guest) and Brett Baker (12)
Senior Haley Miller and Junior Monica Andaverde make great teammates while they shoot sharks in an extreme game of "Kill Jaws". The Sophomore squad! Sydney Harmon, Gin Valaphone, Riley Phelps, and Cheyenne Yoder take a quick pic before they run off and have some fun! Senior Mitchel Black stayed completely focused slaying the zombies. "I played this game over and over again, it was pretty fun" said Mitch "Yee! Yee!"

Junior couple Riley Olsen and Dani Chantrenne fight for the win in an extreme game of air hockey. "It was a pretty close game at the beginning, but I ended up winning," said Dani. Junior Mike Crowl shows how excited he is riding his go-cart after winning the race. "I was so far ahead of everyone else the entire time" said Mike.

This year's Post Prom was held at Craig's Cruisers, and it was a hit! This fun center had many different things to do from walking on tight ropes to the famous go-cart races. Craig's Cruisers also has a huge arcade where you win prize tickets for winning a game. If you got hungry or thirsty you could go to the buffet which had pizza, salad, and breadsticks, or you could cool down with a drink, ice cream, and cake. Post Prom followed Prom and lasted from 12:00 until 6:00 a.m.
These seven exchange students have traveled across the world to experience American culture. They live with a host family for either an entire school year or a semester. Not only have they had the opportunity to experience the American education system, they also got to be part of the fun activities of high school. Some of them participated in sports they did not have in school in their home countries. Every student attended the prom. Some of them were able to travel outside of Michigan and go to New York and Washington, D.C. with other exchange students from around the country. Each student has enjoyed America so much, they hope to return one day.
THE COMPLETE NATIONAL ACADEMICS - CAPTURING THE MOMENT - NATIONAL ACADEMICS OF THE YEARBOOK
Science

Disappointed because she lost the race with her boat. Senior Tayler Longacre shows her sadness. And the winners are... Juniors Dani Chantrenne, Courtney Brown, and Cody Hagen celebrate their win. Using his lungs so make his boat go. Senior Jaime Rangel blows his boat down the canal.

Getting advice from Mr. Morsaw in the science lab is Junior Dani Chantrenne.

3.2.1. Sophomore Brad Stagg is able to launch his rocket in Mr. Morsaw's Integrated Science class.

Science is when you use hands on learning experiences. We have many different projects going on in the lab. Science ties many different subjects together like Math, nature, and much more. The teachers and students from White Pigeon make sure to take a deeper look into Science.

Twin teamwork! Seniors Jessica and Jenna Walz get ready to launch their catapult.

Group work is the best! Eighth Graders Zac Hendricks, Josh Haarer, and Alden Adams get their work done together.

Junior Ryan Kemp rushes to blow his boat so he can win first place, but his boat fell over and he lost.

Junior Monica Andrade shows Junior Makena Ashbrook and Sophomore Petr Mihle how far her catapult can shoot in the Science lab.

Junior Mike Anderson talks to Senior Jaime Rangel about how he plans to beat him in the race.

Waiting for the rocket to take off. Freshman Jordan Olsen waits and watches.
Sixth Grader Clayce West works out her Moby Max Math problems on paper before putting her final answer into the computer during Mrs. Williams class.

I can do this! Seventh Grader Jacob Meadows concentrates and works hard to finish his math assignment following the steps Mrs. Poley gave them during the class lecture.

The Pythagorean what? Making the whole class laugh about the Pythagorean Theorem are Eighth Graders Molly Munson and Maleya Myers.

Do we really have to present this to the class Mrs. Poley? Eighth Graders Dakota Ryall and Shawn Marshman show their understanding of how to use the Pythagorean Theorem to their class.

And the answer is... To get ready for a consumer's math test, Seniors Julio Rubio, Megan Keith, and Tyler Creau play a game of Jeopardy.

Did you get this answer? Hard at work and eager to learn about Geometry are Freshmen Leah Silver and Katie Bedard.

Juniors Christian Ryall-Shoup and Andrew Mann listen to Mr. Ruder by doing their homework in another day of Algebra 2.

Circles, Triangles, and Squares. Oh My! Sophomore Melanie Lafonty takes it all in as Mr. Morsaw explains a lesson in Geometry about the measurements of angles inside of a circle.

Middle School
In middle school, 6th grade students take Basic Math, 7th grade students take Common Core Math, 8th grade students take Pre-Algebra or Algebra 1.

High School
In high school students take Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, Consumers Math or Functions, Statistics and Trigonometry (FST). If you want to further your math skills you can take Precalculus or Calculus as an online course. It’s an adventure to learn all the different concepts in math.
Social Studies

Middle School
Let’s travel around the world! Every school year in our Social Studies classes we focus on our history, traveling all the way back to the 1700’s through the 2000’s. The year is filled with fun projects and presentations that the students perform in front of the whole class.

High School
A journey awaits you in history when you arrive in high school. The high school program consists of classes about Economics, World History, and U.S. History. As every high schooler takes their journey in the classroom, they are in charge of creating their own diorama’s of historical events in U.S. History. In Economics you learn about how to bargain and trade in the world today with fun activities. Students also create posters of the events or places that are most famous in the world. History is definitely a ride filled with adventure.

6th Graders Zane Andrews, Isabella Phillips, Abbigale Haney and Kylar McDaniel act out a play based on the Underworld Ages in Mrs. Williams class.

9/11! Sophomore Whitney Field created a diorama depicting the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center in New York City.

Let’s explore the world with a map quest! Seventh Graders Adrian Monroy and Cruz Galvan concentrate on finding out what Mrs. Beegle has in store for their journey.

Another project that Mr. Gropp’s class does is historical posters. Sophomore Rachel Kemp explained all about The Museum of Science and Industry. The class created boards based on famous American sites.

Hard work always pays off in the end! Eighth Graders Lizzy Anderson and Daniel Graber present their branches of government project.

Where there is a will there is a way! Economic students Junior Sam Rodriguez convinces classmate Junior Monica Andrade to make a trade during Mr. Sealski’s Economics class.
English class is a place where students can express their thoughts and use their creativity by writing and reading. Mrs. Keyer, Ms. Anderson, Ms. Gilbert, and Mrs. Salazar are all English teachers and love what they do. Whether it’s reading Hamlet or writing an autobiography, there is never a dull moment.

Rehearsing “The Diary of Anne Frank” as they learn about literature during the Holocaust are 8th Graders Rachel Aye, Sarah Evlilizos, and Makayla Meyer.

Hate Week took place in Mrs. Keyer’s Senior Classes as they learned about the novel “1984” by George Orwell. Jessica Walz and Brooke Faulkner present their project to the class.

Keeping their nose in the books are the Junior English class who are learning about interpreting poetry in Mrs. Keyers class.

Spanish class is taught by Ms. Gilbert. Students learn the Spanish culture by hands on and immersive learning. Projects like Pinata’s and a field trip to listen to a Spanish singer are all perks to Spanish class.

“YMCA” 8th Graders Hayden Krogh, Brandon Crads, and William Shuman put their hands in the air and wave them like they just don’t care in Spanish class.

“Feliz Navidad!” A group of Spanish students sing a few Christmas songs at an assembly to get into the Holiday Spirit Spanish style.

“Help me! Help me!” Sophomores Kady Hull, Logan Shade, Jarrett Miller, and David Miller put on a show for the class.

Taking cover from her crazy Spanish students, Ms. Gilbert hides under a students desk.
Sophomore Jennifer Vaidez works on a clay project in 3-D Art.

Senior Devin Hoover and Junior Michael Galvan work on their paper mache name tags.

Seniors Brett Baker, Justin Zimmerman, and Shaun Harmon smile and laugh as they work on one of their many projects.

Senior Billy Roose is working on his clay pot in class while listening to some music.

Foreign Exchange Students Aline Sieberer and Claudia Rivelli are working on a clay project in 3-D Art class as Miss Schuler observes.

Junior Kayla Wesle is glazing her clay bowl project to get it ready to fire in the kiln.

2-D ART: The classes worked on drawing and painting many different 2-D Art projects. Students said the projects were fun and creative.

3-D ART: The students made a lot of paper mache to create name tags, they also worked with clay to make clay pots and little knick-knacks.

BASIC DESIGN: Students made color wheels and worked on a project monochromatics. If you were in that class you would have had so much fun doing all the neat projects.

Do you think they will know who I am? Senior Haley Miller paints her clay ball mask project during her 3-D Art class.
In Foods & Nutrition, taught by Mrs. Jarrad, you are taught the essentials of baking and cooking. Some of the foods you learn to cook are casseroles, desserts, main dishes, and sometimes appetizers. Students create kitchens of three or four and work together to cook a meal together. Students who love to cook, bake, and even eat should take this class!

Stirring things up in the foods room while following all the rules is Junior Kyle Poley.

The Season! Junior Kamryn Six frosts her house for the upcoming gingerbread decorating contest.

It's a Fiesta! Juniors Alaina Maas and Rogello Segundo make their plates for the taco party.

While doing exactly as he was taught, Junior Jack Tippman uses the oven in the foods room.

 Showing off her biscuits, Senior Morgan Bailey, prepares her monkey bread.

Hot to the touch! Junior Brenica Robinson checks to make sure that the dough is cooked all the way through.

Dig in! Juniors Nicole Wright, Chris Weaver, and Sophomore Josh Spillers take turns making their plates and enjoying their food at the taco fiesta.

Shake and Bake! Junior Donaven Greemore coats biscuits in sugar to make monkey bread.

Junior Andrew Mann is being precise as he gathers and measures his ingredients.

Junior Chancellor Simons shows off his biscuits before he begins baking.

Remember Kitchen Safety! Senior Kaylyn Robinson melts butter without looking.

Senior Kaitlyn Colvin (10)
Senior Devin Hoover's participation in Automotive Tech which helped him decide his future career in the United States Marines.

The automotive team, including Seniors Billy Roose and Jordan Lucas, worked on the engine of a truck during their Automotive Technology course. They'll continue learning different ways to repair an engine.

"This was a very fun project for me to work on, I enjoyed it greatly." said Junior Curtis Salazar, a Computer Informational Technologies (CIT) student. During this project, he learned how to edit a short movie production.

Junior Anna Rubio checks out some of the medical equipment she'll be using in her Medical Occupations Class.

"I love animals," said Senior Melissa Swinehart who is a student in the Agricultural Sciences class. Students in this class raise, care for, and manage livestock enterprises, work with farm equipment, and learn about a variety of crops.

"This was a very fun project for me to work on, I enjoyed it greatly," said Junior Curtis Salazar, a Computer Informational Technologies (CIT) student. During this project, he learned how to edit a short movie production.

CTE is composed of classes ranging from home building to medical care. CTE is used as a helpful training program for future careers. Medical Occupation helps to train future doctors and nurses. Computer Informational Technologies, or CIT for short, helps further students in the study of technology by teaching them all the ins and outs they'll need to program computers.

Graphic Design teaches students the core components of harnessing and perfecting their artistic ability. Building Trades shows students how to construct and fortify homes and buildings. Agricultural Sciences teaches students to farm and take care of crops. Automotive Technologies teaches the fundamentals and basics of working with motor vehicles. And finally, Computer Aided Design helps students to use 2D and 3D modeling tools on their computers. As a whole, the CTE program is a very beneficial course for those who are interested in exploring those career paths.
Physical Education

"Physicial Education is a game class. Goals are to show students activities that they can use to stay fit their entire life. High School is taught by Mr. Shoppell, Middle School is taught by Mr. Strawser. Aerobics / Weight Training, a more advanced physical training for the athlete and eager body builder is taught by Mr. Twiehell."

1,2,3 Ready, Set, Lift Junior, Jack Tippman spots Sophomore Nic McIntyre while he is weight lifting. "Weight Lifting is one of my favorite classes!" said Nic.

Experiential Learning

Senior Kyle Beltier reads a Christmas classic to her class.

"2x2-4" helping out a Fourth Grade student is Senior Megan Keith.

"Let's color pictures!" Junior William Stamp encourages a student in his experiential class.

Experiential learning is a program that pairs Juniors and Seniors with an Elementary/Middle School teacher for one hour a day. This class gives students hand-on experience in the field of education. Students not only assist the teacher but they also create a lesson, work with small groups and individual students, read aloud to the class and create bulletin boards. This class helps students interested in becoming teachers see what teaching is really like. Once a week, students meet as a class to share their experiences and learn about child psychology, human growth and development, and sociology.
Band is a curricular and extra-curricular activity. All bands perform at four formal concerts and take part in one concert band festival. The High School band also performs for special school events that are held throughout the year. The High School marching band performs for all home football games. The High School and Middle School band students marched in the Holland Tulip Festival’s Volksparade, performed at the Graduation Ceremony and the Memorial Day Service.

- Mrs. Benoit

Front Row: Hayli Bendor (7) and Kaeli Gilmore (7). Second Row: Mrs. Benoit, Briannia Lapham (11), Maddison Andrews (7), Casey Soto (8), Haley Owens (11), Leah Sliver (9), Elijah Young (7), Alaina Masa (11), Ezekiel Mauas (8), Donovan Snook (8), and Elizabeth Anderson (8). Third Row: Austin Walters (10), Teriq Northrop (9), Kyle Foley (11), Jordynn Westanin (7), Whitney Fielis (10), Taara Webb (8), Brooke Booder (9), Birdie Murphy (9), Rheanna Ragsdale (8), Kimberlee Slusher (7), Kylea Shoemaker (7), Briannia Herrick (7), Jair Luna (9), and Laci Walters (11). Fourth Row: Gabe Mullins (12), Ezekiel Young (9), Daniel Graber (8), Kalyn Bauder (7), Katie Long (7), Hannah Schmidtendorff (7), Stephanie Land (12), Jamie Silke (10), Alia Holliday (10), Mike Nowicki (12), Genesis Hufford (9), AJ Hayden (9), Austin Miller (7), Ryan Kemp (11), and Zane Shoppell (9).

High School

Freshman Genesis Hufford practices hard on her trumpet solo.

"I was shocked that I got so many awards at the spring concert!" said Sophomore Whitney Fielis.

"I love how we get to dress up for the Halloween Concert!" said Junior Haley Owens.

Senior Gabe Mullins is super impressed with the preschoolers’ skills on the drums.

Teamwork! Freshman Terin Northrop and Jair Luna worked together to make sure they got their parts down.

Middle School

Waiting for the signal to play is Eleventh Grader Casey Soto and Seventh Graders Maddison Andrews and Hannah Schmidtendorff.

"I was amazed at all of the costumes at the Halloween Concert," said Eighth Grader Kiley Lowery.

Seventh Grader Kaeli Gilmore is all smiles for receiving an award for band.

Eighth Grader Rheanna Ragsdale shows her Christmas spirit at the Winter Concert.

Showing off her ninja skills is Eighth Grader Shanna Hagner.

6th Grade

Receiving an award for her French Horn skills is Melissa Hayden.

Zach Yoder is rockin' on the snare while Alavis Wyatt is hangin' on the bass drum.

Making some sweet sounds on the bells is Clayeoss West.

Kail Wesse shows off what she can do on the flute to impress the crowd.

Blow Harder! Kaitlynn Wolfe gives it all she has to hold out that long note!
History of Rock and Roll

"History of Rock and Roll is a semester-long music elective that is open to students in 9th-12th grade. The class focuses on important genres of music from each decade beginning in the 1950's to current day music. One of the course highlights is that students have the opportunity to tie-dye during our discussion of the Woodstock Music Festival that took place in 1969." - Mrs. Benoit

Let's dye...our shirts! Junior Kayla Wesse twists her shirt before she begins to tie-dye it to make the best design in the whole class.

Celebrating the Hippie age, Senior Brooke Faulkner shows off her completed 60's project.

Do you like our shirts? The History of Rock and Roll class shows off their finished tie-dyed shirts.

Careful with that dye! Senior Chas Rathburn and Juniors Alex Russell-Mills and Destiney Duke celebrate the Woodstock Era by carefully trying to tie-dye only their t-shirts and not their own clothes!

Rock 'N' Roll! Senior Gabe Mullens creates a presentation of his own band with artists from all eras for his final exam.

In the Year of the Tiger

"The instrumental keyboarding class is a year-long music elective that is open for students in 9th-12th grade. Students do not need to have any prior knowledge of the piano when taking this course. Throughout the school year students have multiple opportunities to perform in front of each other and before a larger audience. The students get daily songs to play for credit in the class. At the end of each semester they receive a longer and more difficult song for their exam." - Mrs. Benoit

Encore! Encore! Playing Jingle Bells is Junior Sam Rodeghier. "Piano is a really fun class and I really enjoy playing!" said Sam.

Got Mozart? I do! Senior Mike Nowicki practices for his big solo performance in front of the whole class.

It's my turn to play! No, it's mine! Sophomores Sydney Harmon and Riley Phelps try to decide whose turn it is to play on the baby grand.

Do, Re, Mi! Second year instrumental keyboarding student, Sophomore Carla Tullos, practiced "The Saints Go Marching In", which was the song of the day to receive her daily credit for the class.

What's that note? Sophomore Kathrina Hagner turns to classmate Cheyenne Yoder for help to figure out how to play the song.
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**FRESHMAN FOCUS**

Stephanie Roose, Obie Rathburn, Hailey Carper, Leah Stiver, and Jessica Bunnell proudly show off their posters of their dream college.

Having fun with the freshman class are Kevin Barnes, Hunter Rummel, and Chris Smith.

Delaney Krebs, Madi Geemore, Skyler DeMeyer, and Robyn Watson are all smiles at camp!

Taught by Mrs. Jarrod, the Freshman Focus class helps freshmen look at colleges and fields of work, learn about healthy habits, become CPR certified, and go on fun educational field trips!

Learning about the body's immune system is Lacee Wickey.

Healthy habits are key! Chloe Cornwell pays attention in class.

Madi Axe focuses on her coursework about how we communicate.

We love Connor! The freshmen class rallied together to show support for fellow classmate Connor Watson who was in the hospital.

**MIDDLE SCHOOL HEALTH**

Middle school Health was a class taught by Mr. Shoppell. The class made posters and learned lots of healthy habits.

Middle school Health teacher Mr. Shoppell gives a lesson on the human body.

Keep up the good work! Eighth Grader Kaitlyn Caraway stays focused.

Seventh Grader Mitchell Howe reads out loud for the class while learning about healthy habits.

Study study study! Seventh Grader Gabriella Hiatt does her school work in class.
Yearbook

Yearbook is a class for Juniors and Seniors whose assignment is to capture the school year. Students in the class help bring memories of the year to life by putting them into a book that can be carried on through the ages. Throughout the year, the yearbook team takes time to interview students, sell ads, write captions, and put together pages that make the yearbook come together perfectly. Sponsors' ads help the yearbook to be more affordable for students and their ads are then featured on a wall for all to see.

Front Row: Senior Ashley Stewart (1st year), Senior Bethany Hagner (1st year), Junior Alyvia Axt (1st year), Junior Courtney Brown (1st year), Junior Laney Bryant (1st year, second semester only), and Senior Rachel Brock (2nd year). Second Row: Senior Morgan Bailey (2nd year), Junior Dani Chantrenne (1st year), Senior Kaylyn Robinson (1st year), Senior Mallory Lambert (1st year), Junior Destinee Duke (1st year), Senior Taylor Longacre (1st year), and Senior Megha Patel (1st year). Third Row: Senior Natasha Mercer (1st year), Senior Hailey Miller (2nd year), Junior William Stamp (1st year), Junior Breanna Griffin (1st year), Junior Lexi Walters (1st year), and Junior Ryan Kemp (1st year). Not pictured: 1st semester students Sam Rodeghier and Cyndi Flood.

Mrs. Gates helps the yearbook team in every aspect needed and encourages students to express themselves.

It's game time! Seniors Megha Patel and Taylor Longacre capture pictures of the homecoming game.
**Computers**

**Keyboarding**
- 8th Grader Courtney Delarue proofreads her words carefully as she types.

**Word**
- 7th Graders Dakota Conley and Jack Ruple pay close attention to the new assignment!

**Excel**
- Is everything okay? Junior Mike Anderson checks to see if he has completed the entire assignment.

**PowerPoint**
- Students in the high school are offered Computer Applications and 7th and 8th Graders are offered Keyboarding/Computers. Students in both classes learn to use Microsoft Office programs.

---

**Sociology**

so-ci-o-l-o-gy

noun
1. The study of the development, structure, and functioning of human society.

Sometimes it takes two! Seniors Haley Miller and Bethany Hagner work together to figure out the answers to their homework assignment.

Can you explain why you did this? Mr. Gropp's Sociology students studied and learned about people's behavior in society and reasons for that behavior. Senior Gabe Mullins and Junior Logan McDonald were put on the spot when Mr. Gropp asked them to explain "why".

This year's Sociology and Psychology classes were taught by Mr. Gropp who said, "This year's classes had an interesting group of students. We learned a lot about new ways to have human interaction and how to make new connections in the world beyond school."

---

**Psychology**

psy-chol-o-gy

noun
1. The scientific study of the human mind and its functions, especially those affecting behavior in a given context.

This is interesting. Senior Jaime Rangel ponders new information about the brain.

Senior Kaylyn Robinson works hard to get her paper about mental illness in America done.

---

A Rorschach Test!!

Students in Psychology had the opportunity to create inkblots so that they could give the Rorschach test to others. A Rorschach test is a psychological test in which subjects perceptions of inkblots are recorded and then analyzed.
I got the ball! Kobie Debruine and Jackson Alwine play a character game in their English class.

Whoa! It's so big!! Kobe Yoder compares his hand with the gorillas' handprint so he knows not to mess with one now.

You earned it! Delilah Weaver, Claycees West and Jaycob Williamson are the lucky students who got Student of the Month for December.

My brain hurts! Blaine Shafer and Stone Kemp focus as they work together to practice their computer skills.

Xavier Adams
Jackson Alwine
Zane Andrews
Scott Armstrong
Joseph Beardsley
Ryleigh Bigelow

Christopher Bontrager
Cadan Bowling
Miriah Burks
Gustavo Castro
Kobie Debruine
Paul Dudasko-SchelstraeTe

Boe Eckman
Brian Ernberger
Reyna Fielis
Faith Goins
Audrey Graber
AbbygaiIe Haney

Melissa Hayden
Alexandrea Hill
Mariah Howe
Robert Johnson
Joanna Jones
Stone Kemp
Class of 2019
Seventh Graders

Whoa there! Anthony Beardsley and Samuel Mast block up so Mendon doesn't score.

Faster! Jagger Cunningham and Dacota Matson focus on improving their typing speed for keyboarding class.

Focus! Adrian Monroy Orosco is in the zone while doing his social studies work sheet.

Lets read! Samantha Crothers gets comfy and ready to read at the read-a-thon with one of her favorite books.

Maddison Andrews
Evan Atherton
Mason Aumack
Kalyn Bauder
Anthony Beardsley
Jordan Beardsley

Bugsene Beaver
Kyle Black
Zachary Briones
Kodi Bronke
Nash Brooks
Robert Bunnell

Morgann Campbell
MacKenzie Carper-Hergakker
Carlos Castro Jr.
Colline Collins
Dakota Conley
Samantha Crothers

Jagger Cunningham
Alaza Elkins
Kaleb Elkins
Crua Galvan
Kaeli Gilmore
Tyler Goins
Class of 2018
Eighth Graders

Peace! Zachariah Hendricks, Joshua Haarer and Aiden Adams take a break from practicing before they present their project.

Time to get our skates on! Madi Belli, Paige Broek, and Sidney Mishler have a ball skating at Eby's Pines.

Capital bound! Kaitlyn Caraway and Elizabeth Anderson wait to board the bus for the capital at the YIG conference.

Bingo! Casey Soto is stoked after getting lucky with five spots in a row to win at bingo!

Aiden Adams
Nikolas Andaverde
Elizabeth Anderson
Zoe Armstrong
Rachel Axe
Audrey Baker

Madison Belli
Chase Brandenburg
Paige Broek
Zackery Brown
Jacob Buckley
James Cannon

Kaitlyn Caraway
Hailey Casanto-Ashley
Sebastian Castro
Courtney Delarye
Sarah Evilsizer
Anna Fusaro

Abraham Garcia
Kamren Garten
Angela Gibson
Daniel Graber
Brandon Grafe
Joshua Haarer
Class of 2017
Freshmen

Some text about students at the bottom of the page:

Madison Axe
Page Ayers
Kevin Barnes
Kathryn Bedard
Nikol Black
Lauryl Bolinger

Brooke Booher
Michael Bright
Nicholas Brooks
Jessica Bunnell
Alexis Burkholder
Trevor Burks

Hailey Carper
Jessie Claus
Chloe Cornwell
Joshua Crise
Skyler DeMeyer
Kaleb Eastman

Isak Eveland
Cole Grant
Madison Greermore
Alexander Hartung
Alexander Hayden
Genesis Hixford
Class Officers:
President: Zane Shoppell
Vice-President: Grace Keyer
Secretary: Robyn Watson
Treasurer: Michael Bright

Grace Keyer
Gavin Kopf
Delainy Krebs
Lance Lace
Luke Lambert

Alison Long
Jair Luna
Birdie Murphy
Ethan Nickerson
Teriq Northrop

Jordan Olsen
Hailey Personette
Olivia Rathburn
Sara Rink
Stephanie Roosse

Hunter Rummier
Zane Shoppell
Christopher Smith
Leah Stiver
Alejandro Valdez

Mikel Watkins
Cameron Watson
Conner Watson
Robyn Watson
Lacie Wickey

Ezekiel Young
Class of 2016
Sophomores

Joel Ivastanin is a deep thinker. He contemplates politics while in government class learning about the various political systems.

All you need is to do a good deed! Makenna Bolinger helps to clean up the court yard fulfilling her interact duty.

Science is sweet! Denise Rubio and David Miller work together to make a structure from toothpicks and cola candy.

What is that I hear? It's just the beautiful piano duet by Chayanne Yoder and Katrina Nagler along with Sydney Harmon to help cheer them on!

Grace Baker
Jacob Black
Makenna Bolinger
Ethan Burks
Paul Carmona
Kaitlyn Colvin

Christian Comstock
Carly Corder
Joseph Crane
Brianna Dresser
Abigail Earl
Tiffany Edmisten

Diego El hauoli Guglielmi
Damian Esarey
Scotty Ferguson
Whitney Fields
Kathrina Hagner
Sydney Harmon

Shayla Hendricks
Alec Holliday
Kody Hull
Joel Ivastanin
Abigail Kaufman
Rachael Kemp
Class Officers:
President: Anthony Rin
Vice-President: Sydney Harmon

Secretary: Grace Baker
Treasurer: Cheyenne Yoder

Melanie Laferty
Kelsey Lehman
Zoe Marks
David Martinez Villeda
Dakota McDonald
Nicholas McIntyre

Anna Miller
David Miller
Jarred Miller
Jared Mroz
Meelan Patel
Riley Phelps

Madeilyn Ragdale
Anthony Rin
Denise Rubio
Bethany Schmitz
Logan Shaefer
Ashley Shuman

Jamie Silk
Chancellor Simons
Taylor Spear
Joshua Spillers
Yusin Spy
Bradley Stager

Braydon Steeb
Phillip Stephenson
Chase Sweitzer
Payton Toliver
Carla Tullas
Varunya Valaphon

Jennifer Valdes
Kayla Wallace
Austin Walters
Shauna Warner Pelham
Cheyenne Yoder
Avery Zammit

Kala Zimmerman
Class of 2015

Juniors

Donavon Gremore eagerly waits for the volleyball to be passed to him at the Senior and Junior Powderpuff volleyball game.

Happy Day of the Dead! Alaina Maas and Lexi Walters celebrate by making sugar skulls in Spanish club.

Time to chill... In English class, Alex Russell-Mills listens and learns about Shakespeare.

Schools no fun? This isn't the case for Trampus Whitaker who makes the best out of chemistry class.

Monica Anda verde
Michael Anderson
Makenna Ashbrook
Alyvia Axe
Tiffany Barnes
Chad Barton

Zachery Brinager
Courtney Brown
Delaney Nyler
Barr Caraway
Nancy Carmona
Danielle Chantrenne

Corey Cloud
Michael Crowl
Justin Doan
Destinee Duke
Deshawn Ervis
Cynthia Flood

Michael Galvan
Donavon Gremore
Breanna Griffis
Blake Groves
Cody Hagen
Lucas Hagen
Class Officers:
President: Michael Crowl
Vice-President: Delaney Byler
 Secretary: Danielle Chantrenne
 Treasurer: Riley Olsen

Ian Hayden
Kassandra Horschberger
Dylan Hochstetler
Kyle Kaufman
Ryan Kemp
Emilee Lane

Brianna Lagham
Alaina Maas
Andrew Mann
Anthony Mathiak
Logan McDonald
Breanne McRoberts

Mitchell Miller
Mayra Montoya
Riley Olsen
Laesa Osborn
Haley Owens
Chase Personette

Kyle Foley
Brenden Price
Breannica Robinson
Shelby Robinson
Samuel Rodeghier
Anna Rubio

Alexandria Russell-Mills
Christian Rayhnhoup
Curtis Salazar
Rogelio Segundo vazaqez
Cole Sellers
Kamyn Six

William Stamp
Sean Sutton
Jack Tippman
Alexzis Walters
Christopher Weaver
Kyla Wesse

Trampus Whitaker
Branden Wright
Laura Wright
Nicole Wright
Jacob Young
Clubs

National Honor Society
Science Olympiad
Student Council
Spanish Club
Interact
Varsity Club
Quiz Bowl
S.A.D.D.
Glee Club
Math Meet
Clue Me In
Peer Mediation
Youth in Government
Student Council is a voice for the entire student body and a way for students to plan fun activities at school. While in Student Council, you have the opportunity to do amazing things by getting involved in your school and community. White Pigeon Student Council runs many different events throughout the year that help get students as well as the community involved. High School Student Council has sponsored three Red Cross Blood Drives and planned multiple school dances. This year, the High School Student Council also planned a Read-A-Thon and provided hot chocolate and bagels for all the participants. The Middle School Student Council also hosted a rewards day full of fun activities and games.

Middle School

Front Row: Kiley Lowery (8), Blossom King (6), Claycee West (6), Elijah Young (7), and Ian St. Germain (6). Back Row: Nick Middleton (8), Sidney mishler (8), Paige Brock (8), and Katty Caraway (8).

High School

Front Row: Birdie Murphy (9), Hailey Personette (9), Obie Rathburn (9), Melanie Laferty (10), Lexi Walters (11), and Destinee Duke (11). Middle Row: Danielle Chanteane (11), Kathrina Hagner (10), Logan Shaler (10), Bethany Hagner (12), Donavon Gremore (11), Cahil Krijnisk (19), Jordan Olson (9), and Caleb Grant (9). Back Row: Riley Phelps (10), Haley Miller (12), Allie Bailey (12), Rachel Brock (12), Chas Rathburn (12), Matt Eger (12), David Miller (10), and Ryan Kemp (11).

Student Council boasts a team for Homecoming float decorating.

“On behalf of the student body, it’s game time.” Juniors Abbie Mose, Ryan Kemp, Danielle Chanteane, Mike Gessel, and Destine Duke yelled while decorating the Junior float for Homecoming.

Num num num! Freshman Grace Kester enjoys a peanut butter covered bagel at the Student Council Read-A-Thon.

HAVIN' FUN: Seniors Haley Miller and Bethany Hagner paint a shark from the movie 'Finding Nemo' for Homecoming float decorating.
Front Row: Laney Byler (11), Allie Bailey (12), Bethany Hagner (12), Kaylyn Robinson (12), Morgan Bailey (12), Melanie Laferty (10), Brooke Boocher (9), Grace Keyer (9), Hailey Carper (9), Robyn Watson (9), Chase Sweitzer (10), Lauryn Bolinger (9), Brianna Dressler (10), Rachel Brock (12), Christian Ryall-Shoup (11), Kamryn Six (11), Blake Groves (11), Anthony Rin (10), Breanna Griffis (11), and Emilee Lane (11). Middle Row: Michael Anderson (11), Donavon Gremore (11), Hailey Miller (12), Dani Chantrenne (11), Alaina Maas (11), Megha Patel (12), Taylor Longacre (12), Cheyenne Yoder (10), Grace Baker (9), Riley Phelps (10), Brenica Robinson (11), Destiny Duke (11), Sydney Harmon (10), Kaitlyn Colvin (10), Makenna Bolinger (10), Nikol Black (9), Julio Rubio (12), David Miller (10), Shaun Harmon (12), Cahli Krajnik (12), Cody Hagen (11), Lucas Hagen (11), and Brad Stager (10). Back Row: Mitchell Moore (12), Ryan Kemp (11), Delainy Krebs (9), Jamie Silk (10), Sean Sutton (11), Zoe Marks (10), Nicole Wright (11), Diego El Houli (10), Jarrett Miller (10), Kody Hull (10), Jared Mroz (10), Chris Weaver (11), and Sam Rodeghier (11).

Sophomore Makenna Bolinger helps clean the leaves out of the rocks that form the Chief logo in the courtyard.

Senior Kaylyn Robinson and Sophomore Jared Mroz work as a team to bag the leaves that filled the courtyard.

Sophomores Sydney Harmon, Chase Sweitzer, Anthony Rin and Freshman Obie Rathburn learn that you can make a difference when you work together.

Can I help? Freshman Obie Rathburn checks to see just what she can do to help make the courtyard a beautiful place.

COMMUNITY SERVICE

Helping Hands

ROAD TRIP! Every year the Interact members take a trip to visit a local business to experience more about the inner workings of a company. This year the members visited Fab Masters Company.

FOUR WAY TEST OF INTERACT

Of the things we think, say and do.....
1. Is it the truth?
2. Is it fair to all concerned?
3. Will it build good will and better friendships?
4. Will it be beneficial to all concerned?
Math Meet is a competition where the students take a timed math test. During competition students rush to answer as many questions as possible. Tests are graded and teams are given points based on the number of questions they got right. The team with the most points wins the competition. This year the math teams were coached by Mrs. Williams and Mrs. Poley.

6th Grade

7th Grade

8th Grade
Students in Quiz Bowl are asked random questions to earn points for the number of questions answered correctly in the allotted amount of time. Questions cover the entire high school curriculum and also include questions about current events, sports, and popular culture.

Middle School Team

Front Row: Daniel Hooker (7), Ian St. Germain (6), Elijah Young (7) and Madi Belli (8). Back Row: Jack Ruple (7), Brandon Grafe (8), Noah Krull (8), and Lizzy Anderson (8).

Not Pictured: Advisors Mrs. Williams and Mrs. Beegle.

High School Team

Front Row: Jenna Walz (12), Taylor Longacre (12), Megha Patel (12), Jaime Rangel (12), and Raul Carmona (10). Back Row: Gabe Mullins (12), Meelan Patel (10), and Zane Shopbell (9). Not Pictured: Advisor Miss Anderson.

Gabe Mullins (12)  Noah Krull (8)  Megha Patel (12)  Lizzy Anderson (8)

The 6th Grade Clue-Me-In team took 1st place at the St. Joseph County Intermediate School District County Competition. The students read 15 books each and competed against other schools in the county. The students were given clues and then had to be the first team to name the correct book.

It's all about reading comprehension and recall! The team checked out their buzzers and then relaxed at their competition table before the book trivia took place.

Every year during the first week of March both teams take a trip to Kalamazoo Valley Community College to participate in Science Olympiad against 20 other schools. Both teams participate in various events that test knowledge of Science. Head coach of both teams is Mary Middleton while Erica Bright and Joe MorSaw are assistant coaches. This year both teams placed in many events. The winners received medals and ribbons according to where they placed in the competition.

High School

4th Place Ribbons
- Zane Shoppell and Mike Bright for Boomilever
- Taylor Longacre and Megha Patel for Disease Detectives
- Meelan Patel and Zane Shoppell for Geologic Mapping

5th Place Ribbons
- Sydney Harmon and Cheyenne Yoder for Entomology
- Meelan Patel and Megha Patel for Rocks and Minerals

7th Place Ribbons
- Sydney Harmon and Cheyenne Yoder for Dynamic Planet
- Jaime Rangel and Cole Sellers for Anatomy and Physiology
- Meelan Patel and Megha Patel for Astronomy
- Alaina Maas and Alexis Walters for Designer Genes
- Taylor Longacre and Megha Patel for Materials Science

Middle School

2nd Place Medal
- Obie Rathburn and Robyn Watson for Experimental Design

4th Place Ribbon
- Obie Rathburn and Robyn Watson for Can’t Judge a Powder

5th Place Ribbon
- Mitchell Howe and Austin Miller for Rocks and Minerals

6th Place Ribbons
- Jair Luna and AJ Hayden for Entomology
- Kodi Bronke and Clark Miller for Road Scholar
- Jacob Meadows and Clark Miller for Simple Machines
- Daniel Hooker and Elijah Young for Wheeled Vehicle

Front Row: Robyn Watson (9), Mike Bright (9), Megha Patel (12), Taylor Longacre (12), Alaina Maas (11), Nancy Carmona (11), Lexi Walters (11), Logan Shafer (10), Cheyenne Yoder (10), and Sydney Harmon (10).
Back Row: Zane Shoppell (9), Meelan Patel (10), Jaime Rangel (12), Shaun Harmon (12), Cole Sellers (11), David Miller (10), and Coach Mary Middleton.

Front Row: Jake Meadows (7), Jaycob Williamson (6), Casey Soto (8), Robyn Watson (9), Mitchell Howe (7), Kodi Bronke (7), and Elijah Young (7). Back Row: Katie Caraway (8) Madi Belli (8), Lizzy Anderson (8), Jair Luna (9), AJ Hayden (9), Austin Miller (7), and Daniel Hooker (7). Not Pictured: Obie Rathburn (9).
Peer Mediation Students (PMS) are chosen and inducted for their caring nature and ability to reason. These students are then trained to help others find common ground and unite. Two mediators meet with two students who are in conflict and help them solve their issue without violence. PMS also promotes kindness and non-bullying around the school by holding activities.

Advisor: Ms. Jarad

Hands Against Bullying, Senior Taylor Longacre supports anti-bullying by putting her orange hand print on the courtyard window.

Spanish Club

Teacher Miss Gilbert, who teaches both High School and Middle School Spanish, and also English Classes has brought students together to learn about the Spanish Culture. The activities they have finished this year include making and decorating candied skulls, making authentic Spanish cuisine, and creating mini piñatas.

Front Row: Makenna Bolinger (10), Cheyenne Yoder (10), Taylor Longacre (12), Nancy Carmona (11), Jessica Bunnell (9), and Robyn Watson (9). Middle Row: Kaitlyn Colvin (10), Lexi Walters (11), Mike Bright (9), and Ryan Kemp (11). Back Row: Alaina Maas (11), Destinee Duke (11), Sydney Harmon (10), and Megha Patel (12).

Junior Lexi Walters painted her candied skull celebrating The Day Of The Dead.

"I don’t like mine!" Sophomore Riley Phelps said while she tried to make her mini piñata look nice.
Youth In Government is a club that explores the parliamentary procedure of our Michigan government and the process of passing bills. Students start by creating their own individual bill or collaborating on one, then choosing a section of YIG they would like to participate in. Some of these groups include the Senate, House, NIF, Written Press, and Mock Trial. The Spring Conference involves students staying in Lansing for five days and going to the Capital. Middle school students and high school students go to separate conferences. There are scholarships available, but the majority of the expense is paid for by the students themselves.

YIG holds a dance for students to unwind after a long week of debating. Students rock their YIG shirts for this.

Going to the capital is a very exciting part of YIG for students. They get to feel like actual Congressmen!

Middle School

Pillow fight! Students stay at the Best Western Plus for the entire conference.

At the end of the conference, all students attend a banquet held for them.

The six White Pigeon Middle School Youth in Government delegates sporting their YIG T-shirts are Lizzy Anderson (8), Jordan Meyer (7), Moly Monsen (8), Donovan Snook (8), Makayla Meyer (8) and Kaitly Caraway (8). These students attended the conference held on November 24 - 26 and were led by Advisor Angela Beegle. Students Makayla Meyer, Lizzy Anderson, Kaitly Caraway, and Molly Monsen even had the opportunity to work with Cooley Law School students in the Contemporary Issues Forum.

High School

General assembly time! YIG students broke up into their assigned groups to discuss the bills submitted this year.

Capital time! All the students get a chance to sit in the chairs of the actual Michigan Congress while at YIG which makes the experience more exciting.

Front Row: Avery Zammitt (10), Anthony Rin (10), Hailey Carper (9), Skyler DeMeyer (9), Robyn Watson (9), Grace Keyer (9), Grace Baker (10), Cheyenne Yoder (10), Taylor Longacree (12), and Laney Byler (11). Back Row: Alex Hartung (9), Jack Tippman (11), Mike Crowl (11), Mike Bright (9), Gavin Kopf (9), Zane Shoppell (9), Riley Phelps (10), Abby Earl (10), and Sydney Harmon (10).

The year of selfies! Anthony Rin (10) even said, "Of course you gotta take a pic when you are lookin this fresh!"

Too legit to quit! The debating may have been over but the fun never stops at YIG, even at the youth banquet! "It's a great time," said Jack Tippman (11).

Mrs. Middleton is the advisor for high school YIG. She loves being apart of it!

Debate time! Taylor Longacree (12) was fired up in the Green Senate.

Roll call! Laney Byler (11) was a clerk in the Red House.

Yea or Nah? Alex Hartung (9) listened intensely as a bill is debated at the capital in the Blue House.

Can we just live here? Mike Bright (9) said, "They had the comfiest beds ever! I took lots of naps in my off time."

Bills, bills, bills! The Blue House included Hailey Carper (9) this year.

Lookin good! Zane Shoppell (9) dressed his best while participating in NIF.

Attention! Abby Earl (10) was a clerk in the Blue Senate.
National Honor Society is a group of students who have shown they meet the NHS requirements of Character, Service, Leadership, and Scholarship. Requirements include a minimum GPA of a 3.4, writing an essay, and having displayed leadership characteristics. Members of the club take a group of 3rd graders Christmas shopping, host a new student orientation where new students are invited to learn about our school and enjoy refreshments, and the group also puts on several bake sales throughout the year to raise money for various organizations.

The National Honor Society Club, advised by teacher, Ms. Anderson consists of: Front Row: Bethany Hagner (12), Dani Chantrenne (11), Laney Byler (11), Nancy Carmona (11), Taylor Longacre (12), and Megha Patel (12). Middle Row: Riley Olsen (11), Rachel Brock (12), Cyndi Flood (11), Shelby Robinson (11), Jaime Rangel (12), Megan Keith (12), and Jenna Walz (12). Back Row: Mitchell Moore (12), Cole Sellers (11), Devin Hoover (12), Dylan Hochstetler (11), Mike Crowl (11), Cahil Krajniak (12), Cody Hagen (11), Jessica Walz (12), Shaun Harmon (12), and Billy Roose (12).

Are you new? NHS members invited all the new students this year to come and enjoy refreshments and provide information about White Pigeon High School.

I pledge... Seniors Megan Keith, Jaime Rangel, and Megha Patel recite the NHS Pledge as part of the induction ceremony.

Carefully lighting the candle is Junior Shelby Robinson who was one of 15 new members being inducted into NHS.

Giving her speech about how character is a key essential in National Honor Society is Senior, Vice President, Taylor Longacre.

If the shoe fits... Junior, Riley Olsen, helps his 3rd grader try on some new shoes during Operation Christmas. The day was spent taking a group of 3rd graders to stores to Christmas shop for themselves and their families.

Starting the day at Target while shopping with his 3rd grader for the day is Junior Cole Sellers. "It was a fun and exhausting day for all of us! I had a lot of fun."
**Varsity Club**

**Officers**

- Mitchell Moore
- Gwen Rathburn
- Caili Krajniak
- Allie Bailey
- Laney Byler
- Kaylyn Robinson

**Varsity Club was a new club this year sponsored by Mr. Strawser. The club consisted of qualified Varsity athletes, who would choose an athlete of the week for exceptional athletic performances.**

**Athletes of the week**

- Devin Hoover (12) - Wrestling
- Mitchell Moore (12) - Basketball
- Rogelio Segundo (11) - Wrestling
- Haley Miller (12) - Basketball
- Kaitlyn Colvin (10) - Competitive Cheer
- Mitchell Moore (12) - Basketball
- Dylan Hochstetler (11) - Basketball
- Riley Olsen (11) - Basketball
- Caili Krajniak (12) - Track
- Riley Olsen (11) - Golf

---

**Glee Club**

**Glee Club Members**

You're a mean one, Mr. Rasmussen! The Glee Club performed Christmas songs at our winter assembly this year, poking fun at the athletic director.

Front row: Melanie Laferty (10), Brooke Booher (9), and Leah Stiver (9). Back row: Laura Wright (11), Chloe Cornell (9), Micheal Nowicki (12), Lizzie Anderson (7), and Shelby Robinson (11).

**Glee Club was a new club this year sponsored by Mrs. Benoit. The club sang and danced at an assembly and performed for the Middle School.**

---

**SADD**

Front Row: Allie Bailey (12), Morgan Bailey (12), and Brenna Elkins (12). Back Row: Stephanie Land (12), Laura Wright (11), Natasha Mercer (12), and Ashley Stewart (12).

**SADD (Students Against Destructive Decisions) was a club organized by Ms. Schuler to help encourage kids to make good life choices. The club was most recognized for making cards and handing them out at Prom to promote safe driving.**

Advisor Ms. Schuler
Our 2013 season was lead by several seniors working to leave their mark on White Pigeon Football. Although we did not reach all our season goals, their hard work and commitment to the program are ingredients which our program can build on for the future. The program would like to thank the Seniors for keeping our program moving in the right direction and all the success in which they embark for their future.

-Coach Morsaw

First Row: Shaun Harmon (12), Michael Anderson (11), Chas Rathburn (12), Chad Barton (11), Jordan Welch (12), and Cole Sellers (11). Second Row: Mitchell Miller (11), Mitch Black (12), Caith Krainiak (12), Donavon Gremore (11), Matt Eger (12), Chris Weaver (11), and Billy Roose (12). Third Row: Connor Mroz (12), Branden Wright (11), Asst. Coach Glen McNamara, Asst. Coach Kurt Twichel, Head Coach Joe Morsaw, Asst. Coach Cliff Eger, Asst. Coach Sean Smedsk, Dylan Hochstetler (11), and Blake Groves (11). Fourth Row: Brett Baker (12), Trampus Whitaker (11), Chase Personette (11), Mike Crowl (11), William Stamp (11), and Devin Hoover (12). Not Pictured: Mitchell Moore (12), Jake Young (11), Austin Walters (10), Diego El Haouli (10), and Hunter Rummier (9).

SJV Award Winners

All Conference Offensive Players
#75 Trampus Whitaker
#76 Cole Sellers
#53 Devin Hoover

All Conference Defensive Players
#10 Matt Eger
#3 Donavon Gremore
#33 Chas Rathburn

All Conference Honorable Mention
#8 Dylan Hochstetler

All Conference Special Honors
#22 Shaun Harmon

Chief's on 3! 1, 2, 3, CHIEFS!! Senior Chas Rathburn gives an inspirational speech to get the team fired up before the last game of the season against Cassopolis.

Through the ups and the downs we stand hand in hand as a family. Senior Brett Baker, Junior Branden Wright, and Seniors Billy Roose and Devin Hoover show respect as Sophomore Austin Walters is down on the field.
Sophomore Braydon Steeb drops back for the kick return following Sophomore Jacob Black as lead blocker.

Front Row: Kaleb Eastman (9), Hunter Rummiller (9), Michael Bright (9), Cole Grant (9), Braydon Steeb (10), and Trevor Burks (9). Middle Row: Luke Lambert (9), Kevin Barnes (9), Coach Glen McNamara, Coach Smidt, Anthony Ran (10), and Scott Ferguson (10). Back Row: Jarrett Miller (10), Jacob Black (10), Austin Walters (10), Ethan Nickerson (9), Jared Mroz (10), and Brad Stager (10). Not Pictured: Chance Simons (10), Ethan Burks (10), Gavin Kopf (9), Phillip Stephenson (10), Assistant Coaches: Cliff Eger and Jeff Black.

"Our record might not show it, however, 2013 was another good year for our JV Football team. These are some of the smartest and most dedicated players I have ever been privileged to coach. Each person was willing to step into any position to help the team. With their commitment to improving every day and the strong leaders we have in both the Sophomore and Freshman class, they will be exciting to watch during the next few years. Thank you gentlemen for another great year."

-Coach Mac

TIME OUT! The team huddles up so Coach Glen McNamara can give them encouraging words.

Freshman Cole Grant takes the snap and drops back for the pass.

8th Grader Kamren Garten and 7th Grader Kyle Black make a tag team tackle that led to a loss for the opposing team.

First Row: Kyle Black (7), Cole Shafer (8), Kaleb Elkins (7), Seth Eastman (7), Elijah Young (7), Donovan Snook (8), Sam Mast (7), Mitchell Howe (7), and Evan Atherton (7). Second Row: Carter Grant (7), Brandon Grafie (8), Dominic Solis (7), Anthony Beasley (7), Jack Rupke (7), Mason Aumack (7), Alex Mclniry (7), Zach Hendricks (8), and Carlos Castro (7). Third Row: Sebastian Castro (8), Hunter Jourdan (8), Joe McIntrye (8), Kamren Garten (8), Tony Solis (8), Brendan Schragg (7), Austin Yoder (8), Noah Hagen (8), and Hunter Hooley (8). Fourth Row: Coach James Shoesmith, Team Manager Courtney Delarve, and Coach Mike Gropp.

"Our 2013 team had an outstanding year. We had many victories this season. Our only loss was the last game against Mendon. I could not have asked for a better group than the boys I worked with this year. I am looking forward to next season."

- Coach Gropp

When there is no where to go, you can always count on your team to make room for you.

This year football players on the line said that they had some challenges, but for the most part they were very successful.

7th Grader Carlos Castro shows off his agility and speed.
The 2013 White Pigeon Varsity Volleyball team had a good balance between youth and veteran experience. This squad got along well on and off the court and were very easy to coach. The girls worked hard and made a nice improvement in their play and with their win-loss record from last year. They won 28 matches, two quad championships, and made it to the finals of an eight-team invitational and the district tournament. They advanced past pool play in every tournament they were in. I couldn’t have asked for a nicer group of young ladies to work with.

- Coach Hooley

League Record

Centreville - Win
Centreville - Win
Bronson - Loss
Mendon - Loss
Mendon - Loss
Bronson - Loss
Centreville - Win
Centreville - Win
Mendon - Loss
Bronson - Loss
Centreville - Win
Centreville - Win

Yeah Boom! New to the varsity team this year, Sophomore Riley Phelps shows her skills as right side hitter.

Keeping the DeMeyer tradition alive. Freshman Skyler DeMeyer sets a perfect ball for her teammate to crush through the Vikings block.

Serves up! Junior Breanica Robinson throws the ball up as she is about to get an ace for her team.

Reaching for the attack is Sophomore Kathrina Hagner. Middle blocker is a fast pace position that takes a lot of skill and speed.

Flashing Senior smiles are Bethany Hagner and Rachel Brock. Being the only two seniors on the team gave them the opportunity to step up and be positive leaders.

Eager for the perfect pass is Junior Captain Dani Chantrenne. Watching the ball into your arms is the key to an impeccable, on target pass.

Front Row: Skyler DeMeyer (9), Bethany Hagner (12), Rachel Brock (12), and Cheyenne Yoder (10). Back Row: Destinee Duke (11), Dani Chantrenne (11), Riley Phelps (10), Kathrina Hagner (10), Sydney Harmon (10), and Breanica Robinson (11). Not pictured: Head Coach Tony Hooley, Assistant Coaches John Hagner and Kym Chantrenne and Manager Shanna Hagner.
Serve it up! Freshman Delainy Krebs serves the ball over to get an ace to earn a point for her team.

Down and ready. Junior Courtney Brown waits to make a perfect pass to the target.

Shoving the ball down with her big defensive block is Freshman Lacee Wickey.

Front Row: Courtney Brown (11). Middle Row: Grace Keyer (9), Grace Baker (10), Anna Miller (10), and Madi Gremore (9). Back Row: Madison Ave (DNF), Delainy Krebs (9), and Lacee Wickey (9). Not pictured Coach Brooke McClure.

After the Lady Chiefs big win, they all get together to celebrate as a team by doing their WPHS cheer. This cheer is when everyone jumps around in a circle screaming WPHS.

“I really enjoyed the JV Volleyball girls! They really improved from the beginning of the year to the end!! I can’t wait for the upcoming season!”
-Coach McClure

Grace Keyer  Anna Miller  Madi Gremore

MIDDLE SCHOOL VOLLEYBALL


“We had an overall fun season and the girls improved greatly! I'm looking forward to the next season!”
-Coach Schuler

Getting ready to slam the ball is 7th Grader Makayla Meyer as she anticipates her next move.

Tip tip hooray! Earning an easy point is 8th Grader Kayley Six as she tips the ball over the Vikings big block.


“I was lucky to have the opportunity to coach this group of girls. They have made great improvements and I look forward to watching them play in the coming years!”
-Coach Flood

8th Grader Paige Brock anxiously waits for the referee to give her the signal to serve.
CROSS COUNTRY

Front Row: Katie Long (7), Cheyenne Yoder (10), Robyn Watson (9), Allie Bailey (12), Jaime Rangel (12), Haley Miller (12), Delaney Krebs (9), and Tarah McClure (7). Back Row: Cody Hagen (11), Logan Shafer (10), Rogelio Segundo (11), Lucas Hagen (11), Delaney Byler (11), Dakota Conley (7), and Coach Pete Mestelle. Not pictured: Cyndi Flood (11) and Mayra Montoya (11).

Do you like to run? Junior Rogelio Segundo believes that running is extremely rewarding because you feel like you’ve really accomplished something incredible after completing a run. Jumping for joy! Junior Lucas Hagen celebrates his last cross country meet of the season with teammates Junior Cody Hagen and Senior Jamie Rangel. I’m almost there! Senior Allie Baily has her eye on the finish line as she pushes herself to run faster and complete the run with one of her best times of the season.

State Bound! Freshmen Robyn Watson holds up a sign made by her fellow classmates as she prepares to compete at the state meet. Robyn finished with a time of 22:29.9, placing 141 out of 245 runners.

“This season was a very good year, all athletes improved and enjoyed running the trails. Looking forward to next year, had a number of fun loving underclassmen. Will miss the out going seniors, whom have made coaching a pleasure the last several years. Thanks to all involved, especially the parents”
- Coach Pete Mestelle

Cody Hagen
Cheyenne Yoder

Jaime Rangel
Robyn Watson

Lucas Hagen
Mayra Montoya

MVP
MIP
"Sideline Football Cheer was a fun and exciting year. This was the first year having a JV and Varsity cheerleading team. Everyone was so fun to work with."

- Holly Strawser
  Varsity Coach

Front Row: Kaylyn Robinson (12) and Mallory Lambert (12). Middle Row: Laney Byler (11), Brianna Dressler (10), and Kayla Wesse (11). Back Row: Coach Holly Strawser, Obie Rathburn (9), Nikol Black (9), Kaitlyn Colvin (10), and Asst. Coach Amber Meadows. Not pictured: Megan Keith (12) and Brooke Boocher (9).

Seniors Megan Keith, Mallory Lambert, Kaylyn Robinson.

Kaitlyn Colvin, Laney Byler, Brooke Boocher, Kaylyn Robinson, Nikol Black, and Mallory Lambert.

Lets Go! Lets Go Red! Sophomore Brianna Dressler pumps up the crowd.

Senior Captains Mallory Lambert, Kaylyn Robinson, and Megan Keith.

Sophomore Kaitlyn Colvin and Junior Kayla Wesse.

"Dope By Mallory Sandline"

Genesis Hufford makes sure to check spacing before starting her cheer.

Stephanie Roose (9), Alison Long (9), Melanie Laferty (10), Chloe Cornwell (9), Abigail Earl (10), and Genesis Hufford (9).

"With this year’s return of a JV squad, the girls really helped pump up the crowd. Not only did they cheer on their JV boys they also attended all of the Varsity games to help their fellow cheerleaders. The spirit shown by these young ladies was amazing and unparalleled."

- Head JV Coach, Amber Meadows

Hey crowd rock this town! Freshmen Genesis Hufford, Allison Long, and Stephanie Roose cheer as they ride along in the Homecoming Parade!

Sophomore Melanie Laferty flashes a quick smile as she watches the Chiefs advance down the field.

Look! Freshman Alison Long, Sophomore Melanie Laferty and Freshman Chloe Cornwell watch the Chiefs advance down the field!
VARSITY WRESTLING

Team Awards

M.V.P.
Devin Hoover

M.I.P.
Luke Lambert

Coach's Award
Nic McIntyre

Front Row: Avery Zammit (10), Nic McIntyre (10), Jasmine Rangel (12), Trevor Burks (9), Braydon Steeb (10), Rogelo Segundo (11), and Luke Lambert (9). Back Row: Coach Sosinski, Shaun Harmon (12), Jordan Lucas (12), Brandon Wright (DNF), Jared Mroz (10), Hunter Rummler (9), and Jacob Black (10). Not Pictured: Devin Hoover (12), and Damian Esterey (10).

Sophomore Braydon Steeb is determined to win as he places his opponent in a chicken wing maneuver.

Junior Rogelo Segundo works to execute a cradle and moves his opponent into a pinning combination.

Senior Jordan Lucas leaves everything on the mat to make Coach Sosinski proud and win his last district match as a CHIEF!

Season Record
23 Wins
12 Losses

Jackie Besser Memorial Tournament
Kalamazoo Central 32-48
Sturgis 28-54
Mendon 48-22
Gobles 42-32

Districts
Mendon 41-36
Constantine 30-47

Freshman Hunter Rummler does a far side cradle and goes for a win against the Mendon Hornets in a league meet.

I always heard Mr. Sosinski quote Bo Schever's quote: "Those who stay will be champions." said Senior Captain Jaime Rangel.

"The wrestlers worked hard all season to succeed while competing against a higher level of competition. It was an honor to coach some of these wrestlers for all 4 years. The Senior wrestlers led the team to finish third at Ontwerp, fourth at Larvton, third at our home Jackie Besser Memorial, first at Union City and second at Quincy. The team had 23 victories this year and it's only the fifth time in school history that we have had over twenty wins. Hopefully the success will carry on to next year." - Coach Sosinski

Sophomore Jake Black shows his endurance in the top position as he is working to break down his opponent.

STOP and take a look at the forced roll Sophomore Jared Mroz is doing to finishes off his opponent for the win against the Wildcats!

Senior Shaun Harmon does the two on one position to help him win his last district match of his high school career.

Senior Luke Lambert.

"I learned a lot. Improved my skills over the season and ended up getting M.I.P." said Freshman Luke Lambert.
VARSITY WRESTLING MANAGERS

Coach Sosinski
Anna Rubio (11)
Monica Andaeverde (11)
Laney Byler (11)
Makena Ashbrook (11)
Tiffany Barnes (11)

“As usual the managers did a great job supporting our team by doing stats, laundry, making locker signs and cheering us on at all of our matches. I couldn’t thank them enough for everything they do for me and the team. Their hard work, support and dedication is greatly appreciated.” Coach Sosinski.

MIDDLE SCHOOL WRESTLING

Front Row: Lincoln Strawser (6), Nikolas Andaeverde (8), Evan Atherton (7), Boe Eckman (6), Domonic Tullos (6), Jacob Meadows (7), and Kathlyn Wolfe (DNF). Middle Row: Abraham Garcia (8), Bruno Martinez (8), Donovan Snook (8), Kyle Black (7), Carlos Castro (7), and Dakota Conley (7). Back Row: Assistant Coach Mitch Black, Kebbie DeBruine (6), Jacob Buckley (DNF), Dominic Solis (7), Sebastian Castro (8), Hunter Jourdan (8), and Head Coach Johnny Tullos. Not pictured: Tony Solis (8).

“This was a great first year as a coach. The boys learned a lot and worked very hard, and the parents and fans were fantastic supporters. There was a lot of improvement and we’re looking forward to next year.” - Coach Tullos

Working the half-nelson is 8th Grader Hunter Jourdan.

6th Grader Lincoln Strawser goes for the win against his Constantine opponent.

8th Grader Sebastian Castro uses his technique in a single-leg takedown attempt.

Pin! Pin! Pin! 8th Grader Nikolas Andaeverde cradles his Schoolcraft opponent for a win.

7th Grader Kyle Black works his opponent using a wing and arm bar.

Ready to wrestle! 7th Grader Evan Atherton is focused on winning his match.

Trying to score some points is 8th Grader Tony Solis.

7th Grader Carlos Castro is prepared to beat Schoolcraft.
VARSITY BOYS BASKETBALL

Front Row: Justin Dean (DNF), Cory Snook (12), David Miller (10), Riley Olsen (11), Blake Groves (11), and Brett Baker (12). Back Row: Asst. Coach Jason Weaver, Asst. Coach Tanner Nichols, Chase Personette (DNF), Jarrett Miller (10), Mitchell Moore (12), Michael Crowl (11), Dylan Hochstetter (11), and Head Coach Tony Cholometes.

Our young men stepped up, challenged themselves, and fought hard every game. Our mainstay both offensively and defensively was how we approached practices, and played each game. Our team played with extraordinary effort, unmatched intensity and with the heart of a lion.

- Coach Cholometes

For the three! Senior Brett Baker shoots the ball against a defending LMC player in the holiday tournament.

Triple threat! Junior Riley Olsen sees the floor and is ready to fake out the defense. “My favorite part of the season was playing in double overtime at districts. Even though we lost, it was the best game for the team,” said Riley.

He shoots... and he scores! Junior Dylan Hochstetter makes it look as easy as pie hitting down those free throws and putting the Chiefs in the lead.

SLAM DUNK! Senior Mitchell Moore dunks the ball on a fast break in the districts game against Lawton. “Kevin Durant once said ‘Hard work beats talent when talent fails to work hard and that’s what motivated me to work hard every day’,” said Mitchell.

And one! Sophomore Jarrett Miller makes his layup against Niles Brandyswine in the holiday tournament.

Ballin’ it up on the court is Junior Blake Groves driving around the defense and in towards the basket in an effort to draw the foul and shoot a free throw.

D-D-D-DEFENSE! Sophomore David Miller shows great defense against his opponent as he is down and ready to steal and get possession of the ball.

Scanning the court is Senior Cory Snook dribbling around Constantine’s defense to pass the ball off to one of his teammates for an assist and to get more points for the Chiefs.
JV Boys Basketball

"These JV boys worked extra hard in their practices and showed all of their improvements on the court during game time. They showed determination and commitment non-stop throughout the season, no question. They should be proud of themselves."

- Coach Jason Weaver

Sophomore Anthony Rin makes a quick move toward the basket to score!

Freshman Cole Grant looks for a teammate to pass the ball off to.

Get open! Sophomore Phillip Stevenson looks for the open person to make the pass.

Front Row: Cole Grant (9), Gavin Kapf (9), Michael Bright (9), Anthony Rin (10), and Mikhail Watkins (9). Back Row: Coach Jason Weaver, Phillip Stevenson (10), Chris Smith (9), Kevin Barnes (9), Zach Shoppell (9), Diego Hacal (9), and Jim Luna (9).

8th MS Boys Basketball 7th

These 8th grade student athletes developed greatly physically and mentally in this short basketball season. Their experiences this season will allow them to continue the successful tradition of Chief style basketball at the next level," said Coach Jim Shoesmith.

"Heading into my first season as the new Seventh Grade Coach, I was pretty excited to see what I had coming my way. I had a lot of fun with my team this year. They’re all skilled in their own way. I’m definitely looking forward to next season," said Coach Josh Miller.

"I was really glad to be back this year coaching the girls basketball team. I really enjoyed the girls this season; they had great attitudes and were fun to be around. I was really proud of them having a winning season and for working hard not only for me on the court but also in the classroom! Go Chiefs!!"

- Coach Baechler
JV GIRLS BASKETBALL

I'm open! Making a hard cut and ready to run the play is Sophomore Jin Valaphon as she works hard to get open for the incoming pass.

Help! Looking to make a good pass to a wing player is Sophomore Brianna Dressler as she keeps the ball away from the Falcon defender.

Driving to the hoop is Sophomore Cheyenne Yoder as she goes up for the shot and gets fouled. Cheyenne then went to the free throw line to get an easy two points.

Go up! Using a power dribble and going up strong is Freshman Delainy Krebs as she gets around all her defenders and gets fouled for a one and one!

In triple threat position is Freshman Robyn Watson as she looks to take a shot or make a perfect pass to a low post player.

Being aggressive are Freshmen Grace Keyer and Madi Gremer as they dive to get the loose ball on the floor to recover it before the opposite team does.

Posing up big is Freshman Haley Personette as she waves her hand to let her teammates know that she is open and wants the ball.

"Shoot!" yelled the crowd as Freshman Birdie Murphy sets herself up for a perfect shot at their last home game against Centreville for their big win.

Front Row: Page Ayers (DNF), Grace Keyer (9), Cheyenne Yoder (10), Brianna Dressler (10), Robyn Watson (9), and Jin Valaphon (10). Back Row: Coach Kate Gilbert, Alexis Barkholder (9), Lacee Wickey (9), Hailey Personette (9), Delainy Krebs (9), Madi Gremer (9), Birdie Murphy (9), Manager Shanna Hagner (8), and Manager Taylor Speak (10).

"What a fun team to work with! There was rarely a practice or a game without giggles and fun. Not only was I lucky enough to watch these girls improve their basketball skills this season, but I had the pleasure of getting to know each of their personalities. I don’t believe our 9-9 record accurately reflects the talent and heart these girls played with. " - Coach Gilbert

MS GIRLS BASKETBALL

7TH


"7TH" is their mantra as they work to improve every day.

8TH


"8TH" is their focus as they continue to grow and develop their skills.
The Competitive Cheer Team went back to the basics this season. The #1 priority was to get every girl on the mat at competitions to gain experience. It was a difficult season having six new girls and only three with experience. However, the team overcame many obstacles and worked well together to achieve their goals. There are four SMCCC League competitions and the ladies placed 3rd overall. We had a fantastic home competition placing 2nd with our White Pigeon fans present and our proud parents in attendance for Parents Night. At Districts this year the ladies fell short 12 points for 5th place and didn’t make it to Regionals. Losing only 2 Seniors and hopefully gaining more to the team next year, the Lady Chiefs are looking ahead to hopefully make it to Regionals again. Great Job Lady Chiefs!!

-Head Coach Holly Strawser

Front Row: Kaylyn Robinson (12) and Mallory Lambert (12). Middle Row: Kelsey Lehman (10), Courtney Brown (11), Kayla Wesse (DNF), and Brooke Boocher (9). Back Row: Head Coach Holly Strawser, Obie Rathburn (9), Kaitlyn Colvin (10), Nikol Black (9), Chloe Cornwell (9), and Assistant Coach Amber Meadows.
BASKETBALL SIDELINE CHEER

Let's go Chiefs! Freshman Chloe Cornwell cheers on our varsity boys as they score against their opponent.

Focused and ready to cheer on the varsity boys at one of their home basketball games is Junior Kayla Wesse.

Ready! Preparing to lead the girls in a cheer is Senior Kaylyn Robinson at their last home basketball game.

"Even though she's a pain, I still love her!" said Senior Kaylyn Robinson showing her "love" for Senior Mallory Lambert while cheering on the varsity boys.

"The 2013-2014 Varsity Sideline Basketball Cheerleading team was so much fun! We had a blast cheering on the boys and enjoyed every second on the court. Everyone on the team had a fantastic time learning and improving on cheers, jumps, stunts, and stretches. We can't wait for next year."

-Varsity Sideline Cheer Team

Stunting at Districts are bases Junior Kayla Wesse and Freshman Nikol Black, backspot Sophomore Kaylyn Cohan, and flyer Junior Courtney Brown.

Most Spirited
Laney Byler

MIDDLE SCHOOL CHEER

Cheering on the Middle School Boys Basketball team is Eighth Grader Angel Rickett.

Eighth Graders Lizzy Anderson and Kaitlyn Caraway fire up the crowd as the boys take a time out.

The 7th and 8th grade cheerleaders worked hard this season. They improved their strength, jumps, and coordination. They worked well together to build team unity. Great season! -Coach Miracle

Front Row: Angel Rickett (8), Katie Long (7), and Tarah McClure (7). Back Row: Makayla Meyer (8), Lizzy Anderson (8), Kaitlyn Caraway (8), and Kaeli Gilmore (7).
Front Row: Assistant Coach Marshall Block, Barry Caraway (11), Jordan Lucas (12), Shaun Harmon (12), Jake Young (11), Ian Hayden (11), Matt Eger (12), and Assistant Coach Chase Lewis. Back Row: Assistant Coach Glenn McNamara, William Stamp (11), Chase Personette (11), Mitch Black (12), Transpus Whitaker (11), Cole Sellers (11), Mike Anderson (11), David Miller (10), and Head Coach Cliff Eger.

"We went 3-20 as a team this year. Though the record doesn't indicate it, we made vast improvements in fundamentals and knowledge of the game. It's a hard time of the year to get into a rhythm with the weather cancelling games, and spring break thrown in the mix, but our kids responded well, had fun, and stayed positive all year. Matt Eger led the team in hitting. Batting .375 for the year and stealing 16 bases. He was voted all league and MVP of our team. Barry Caraway received honorable mention all-league and team coaches award. Shaun Harmon received special mention all league and Ian Hayden was our teams MIP. Now the team is in the hands of the Juniors to step up and do good things next year."

-Head Coach Cliff Eger

Pitch Perfect! Junior Mike Anderson takes a second before pitching to perfect his throw.

Ready for any ball that comes his way is Sophomore David Miller.

Ready to receive the pitch, Junior Cole Sellers is in position to catch the ball as it comes his way.

It's a steal! Junior Barry Caraway runs fast to steal home plate.

Batter up! Senior Shaun Harmon stands ready to make his run.

Pitcher Senior Matt Eger throws a fast ball towards the strike zone.
SOFTBALL

Front Row: Kamryn Six (11), Haley Miller (12), and Monica Andaverde (11). Middle Row: Brianna Dressler (10), Alyvia Axe (11), Laney Byler (11), Madison Axe (9), Skyler DeMeyer (9), and Hailey Carper (9). Last Row: Leah Siver (9), Jin Valaphon (10), Haley Owens (11), Hailey Personette (9), Lacee Wickey (9), Nicole Black (DNF) (9), and Head Coach Jeff Baechler.

Looking to go one, Freshman, Skyler DeMeyer grounds the ball clean and looks to get the out at first base.

Junior Monica Andaverde, Senior Haley Miller, and Freshman Madison Axe, get ready to start the inning by giving each other a little pep talk on the mound.

Coach Baechler gives some words of wisdom to Junior Haley Owens before she gets ready to bat.

She’s out! First baseman Senior Haley Miller, catches the ball to get the out in the 5th inning against the Cassopolis Rangers.

2014 Lady Chiefs Softball team was a year of rebuilding. We had a year where we saw student athletes come together and become a team. They played hard and competed like champions. Our record does not show the success we shared this season. We finished with a record of 4-17. We won our first league game in years and had the most wins in a season in many years. I am so proud of each girl on this team and the improvement they each made during the season. Coach Baechler

Telling everyone to keep their heads up, Coach Baechler goes to the mound in the middle of the inning to give some words of encouragement to his infield.

Score Board
Mendon Loss
Niles Brandywine Loss
Union City Win
Bronson Loss
Centreville Loss
Cassopolis Win
Mendon Loss
Bronson Loss
Centreville Split
St. Joe Tourney Loss
Burr Oak Loss
Mendon Loss

MVP & Coaches Award
Haley Miller

All Conference
Monica Andaverde

MIP
Lacee Wickey

Kamryn Six (11)
Monica Andaverde (11)
Hailey Carper (9)

Alyvia Axe (11)
Brianna Dressler (10)
Hailey Personette (9)
VARSITY BOYS TRACK

Shotput
Do you even lift? Gabe Mullins (12) and Chance Simons (10) sure do! They both threw impressive lengths in the meet against Bronson.

The 100 Meter Dash

Front Row: Connor Mroz (12), Jaime Rangel (12), Chas Rathburn (12), Donovan Gremore (11), Cahil Krajniak (12), and Anthony Rin (10). Middle Row: Head Coach Robert Lutz, Phillip Stephenson (10), Izak Eveland (9), Michael Galvan (11), Gavin Kopf (9), Braydon Steeb (10), Lucas Hagen (11), and Coach Shawn Strawser. Back Row: Chance Simons (10), David Miller (10), Jarrett Miller (10), Dylan Hochstetter (11), Mike Crowl (11), Jared Mroz (10), and Cody Hagen (11). Not pictured: Gabe Mullins (12) and Rogelio Segundo (11).

Hurdles
Superman! Cahil Krajniak (12) takes a giant leap to victory while doing hurdles against Bronson. Cahil went to State in this event.

The 200 Meter Dash

You can do it! Braydon Steeb (10) sprints his hardest to overcome his Mendon competitors.

Long Jump

Blink and you’ll miss them! Chas Rathburn (12), Donovan Gremore (11), Rogelio Segundo (11), and Anthony Rin (10) sprint hard to the finish!

The 400 Meter Dash

How’s the view up there? Braydon Steeb (10) jumps as far as he possibly can in the meet against Bronson.

High Jump

We’re going vertical! Juniors Mike Crowl and Dylan Hochstetter have some great jumps during the meet against Mendon.

The Mile Run

Don’t drop the baton! Jaime Rangel (12) is determined as he finishes up his lap during the relay against Mendon.

The 3200 Meter Relay

The Track teams made some nice strides this season. The team had a good number of athletes and a lot of underclassmen returning for next year. However, many seniors will be missed. Cahil Krajniak finished his senior year with a Regional title in the 110m hurdles, he finished 2nd in the 500m IM hurdles and 6th in the Long Jump. Cahil qualified for the State Meet in all three events. Dylan Hochstetter won the league championship in the high jump and Mike Crowl earned Honorable Mention in the high jump with his 2nd place finish. Cahil Krajniak won the league championship in 110m FF, as well as Honorable Mention in the high jump and 300m IM. The 3200m relay team of Jamie Rangel, Cody Hagen, Lucas Hagen, and Jarrett Miller received All League Honorable Mention. The 800m Relay team of Cahil Krajniak, Mike Crowl, Hunter Rummel, and Donovan Gremore received All League Honorable Mention as well. To top off the League Track meet, Cahil Krajniak was named LEAGUE MVP. This year’s track team finished 5th place at regionals and is looking forward to the 2015 track season with the goal of adding another banner to the gym.

-Mo.d Coach Strawser
Leap over that hurdle! Freshman Obie Rathburn strides through the 110m hurdles race for that first place medal.

Front Row: Grace Baker (10), Obie Rathburn (9), Makenna Ashbrook (11), Katie Bedard (9), Skyler DeMeyer (9). Grace Keyer (9), and Robyn Watson (9). Middle Row: Aline Sieberer (10), Cheyenne Yoder (10), Maya Montoya (11), Nikol Black (9), Kaitlyn Colvin (10), and Lacee Wickey (9). Back Row: Dani Chantrenne (11), Madi Grenmore (9), Bethany Hagner (12), Kathrina Hagner (10), Riley Phelps (10), Sydney Harmon (10), and Head Coach Pete Mestelle.

What great form! Freshman Nikol Black throws discus getting her personal best for the track season this year.

Congratulations! The 1600m relay team consisting of Senior Bethany Hagner, Junior Dani Chantrenne, and Sophomores Kathrina Hagner and Sydney Harmon qualified for State. Sydney Harmon also qualified for State in long jump. "We are very excited to go to State and are proud of ourselves for all our hard work paying off," said the relay team.

The 2014 White Pigeon girls track and field team will go down as one of the most fun and hardest working teams I have had the pleasure of coaching. The team has some of the best athletes I have coached. Already looking forward to next year.

-Coach Pete Mestelle
MS BOYS TRACK

Front Row: Evan Atherton (7), Nick Andaverde (8), Carlos Castro (7), Cole Shafer (8), and Robert Bunnell (7). Middle Row: Abraham Garcia (8), Noah Hagen (8), Austin Yoder (8), Sebastian Castro (8), and Noah Krull (8). Back Row: Dakota Ryall (8), Hunter Jourdan (8), Brandon Grafe (8), Tony Solis (8), and Coach Kurt Twichell. Not Pictured: Dakota Conley (7).

Eighth Grader Dakota Ryall checks out the field as he prepares to throw the shot.

Eighth Grader Hunter Jourdan gets ready to start the 400 meter relay.

Middle School Boys Track had a very successful 2014 season. Despite having a smaller team than most of our competition, the team still placed second in the SJV League Meet and at the Constantine Invitational. This was a credit to some very strong individual performances in many events, as we finished with six SJV champions and many top three finishers. Each athlete showed great improvement over the course of the spring.

- Coach Twichell
We had a very small, but great, group of girls this year! They all worked hard in their individual events, and improved their times and distances at almost every meet! They have a lot of potential and I hope they all go out for track again next year!

- Coach Flood

Sprinting to get ahead. Eighth Grader Kiley Lowery races for first place!

Eighth Grader Angela Gibson flies over the hurdles!

Giving it her all. Eighth Grader Paige Brock throws the shot put.

Seventh Grader Tarah McClure races toward the finish line!
Junior Christian Ryall-Shoup scored 87 on the first day and 87 on the second day of the State competition.

Front Row: Riley Olsen (11), Andrew Mann (11), and Jordan Olsen (9). Back Row: Cory Snook (12), Jack Tippman (11), and Christian Ryall-Shoup (11).

"I couldn't be any happier for these guys right now. I can tell you the emotions were running high all weekend and at the end of the day today there were tears of joy all over the place," Coach Mark Olsen said. "It's such a relief when it is all over that the emotions just pour out and you just kind of go numb. The season far exceeded my wildest dreams of what I thought we would accomplish, nothing short of an amazing season," said Coach Olsen. "This team showed me that anything is possible."

Freshman Jordan Olsen scored 84 on the first day and 81 on the second day of the State competition.

Junior Riley Olsen scored 81 on the first day and 76 on the second day of the State competition. Riley also placed 6th in the Individual State competition.

Junior Jack Tippman scored 104 on the second day of the State competition.

Senior Cory Snook scored 104 on the first day of the State competition.

Junior Andrew Mann scored 76 on the first day and 82 on the second day of the State competition. Andrew also placed 8th in the Individual State competition.

JV GOLF

Sophomore Anthony Redd

Sophomore Avery Zinni struggles to hit the ball, but makes it down the green.

Junior Azariah Maas

Make it count! Sophomore Jake Black takes a swing for his last hole.

Junior Ryan Kemp

JV Coach: Jay Sosinski
I, Allie Bailey, will work hard and get out of all my classes to become Grace Keyer.

Allison Bailey

I, Morgan Bailey, will pursue your dreams and let nothing hold you back.

Morgan Bailey

I, Brett Baker, will my heart and athleticism to all the underclassmen in the sports they play. I will my "never quit, always finish" attitude to the freshman, and Blake Groves. My dedication to the future football teams, and my effort and strength to strive for greatness to Mike Crowd and Dylan Hochsteiner.

Brett Baker

I, Kyla Bellaire will work hard and get through high school with good grades.

Kyla Bellaire

I, Mitchel Black, will work hard and beast mode in the weight room to Chinchoe, Simons and Jacob Black.

Mitchel Black

I, Rachel Brock, will my leadership skills to my sister, Paige, my good wikeyball passing and digging skills to Dani Chantrenene and my fashion sense to Riley Olsen.

Rachel Brock

I, Lita Barton, will my enthusiasm, hardworking ability, and my will power to Trevor Burks.

Lita Burton

I, Tyler Cruea, will my understanding to Sam, my enthusiasm to the underclassmen, my teamwork ability to my brother, my work ethics to Curtis, my locker to Tereq, and my love of music to Jamie.

Tyler Cruea

I, Matt Eger, will my ability to not get hurt in football to Donavan Gremon. I also will my ability to stay on Mr. Keyers good side to all the underclassmen.

Matthew Eger

I, Brenna Elkins, will my tardiness to my brother Kaleb, my culture and hard work ethic to all the underclassmen.

Brenna Elkins
Brooke Faulkner
I, Brooke Faulkner, will to everyone my love of cats! MEOW!!

Bethany Hagner
I, Bethany Hagner, will my volleyball skills and quickness to Madal Grenore, my basketball skills to my sisters Kathrina and Shanina and my leadership skills to Dans Charitrene.

Shaun Harmon
I, Shaun Harmon, will my outside linebacker skills to Hunter Ranneler, my ability to spade all the scrubs in wrestling to Rogelio Segando, and my resistance to get injured to Cole Sellers.

Devin Hoover
I, Devin Hoover, will my muscles to Jarred Moz. I will my hard hitting in football to all of the up coming players of next years team.

Skylar Hull
I, Skylar Hull, will my friendship with Mrs. Harris to Daron Grenore.

Samantha Keegan
I, Samantha Keegan, will my humor and awesome skills of sarcasm to Abigail Kaufman.

Megan Keith
I, Megan Keith, will my ability to keep the cheerleaders going and goods grade to Nikol Black. My determination to the underclassmen. My humor and leading leadership to Lacey Byler.

Cahil Krainiak
I, Cahil Krainiak, will my ability to work hard academically and athletically to Mike Crow, my focus and leadership to Dylan Hochstetler, my speed and ability to take jokes too far to Daron Grenore, and to Mike Anderson my ability to imitate.

Mallory Lambert
I, Mallory Lambert, will my tumbling and cheer skills to Brooke Boocher, and Ohio Rathburn. My ability to be late and never get in trouble to my younger brother Luke Lambert, and my eccentric mind to the future cheerleaders.

Stephanie Land
I, Stephanie Land, will my intelligence to Kaya Wallace, my love for education to the underclassmen, my love for music to Leah Slater, I will my anger to Ryan Kemp, and my power to the underclassmen.

Taylor Longacre
I, Taylor Longacre, leave my insane humor to Alinea Maas, my style to Courtney Brown even though she doesn't need it, my foralbility to Lancy Byler, my bargaining to Nancy Carmona, my peppy attitude to Dans Chantrene, and my love for YIG to Haley Carper, Cheyenne Yoder, and Grace Reyer.

Jordan Lucas
I, Jordan Lucas, will my wrestling skills to the underclassmen and all the future wrestlers. I will my 'ugliness' to Jarred Moz. I will my beauty baseball ability to David Miller. I will my redneck to Mitch Miller.
Natasha Mercer

I, Natasha Mercer, will my loudness to Elijah Young, and I will my hard working and determination skills and the ability to stay away from drama to Sarah Young. I will the underclassmen the courage to graduate.

Haley Miller

I, Haley Miller, will my leadership skills to my little brother, David, my basketball skills to Riley Phelps, my sense of humor to Monica Andover and Karryn Six, and my ability to keep calm to my "Hil Hils" Hailey Carper and Haley Peronette.

Mitchell Moore

I, Mitchell Moore, will my athleticism to David Miller and Riley Olsen. I will my charm to Jordan Olsen, and I will my hard work and dedication to all the underclassmen.

Connor Mroz

I, Connor Mroz, will my shoes to Donovan Greentore. My style to my bro Jared and my hair to Mike Anderson.

Gabriall Mullins

I, Gabriall Mullins, will my musical ability to my brother, Zeke, my fun loving spirit to Kyle, and my sense of humor to my sister, Isabel.

Micheal Nowicki

I, Micheal Nowicki, will my ability to rock to AJ. I will my prowess in music to everyone in band, I will my drive to continue with school to all underclassmen, I will my optimism to Kyle, I will my cool kid status to Austin, I will my awesome blue eyes to Leah.

Megha Patel

I, Megha Patel, will my flash drive to Alaina Marx, my "can you not" attitude to Ram Kemp, my glasses to Nancy Carmona, my motivation to Mr. Shoppell, my love for Reese's to all underclassmen and to my little brother, Melee, I will my intelligence and eternal hunger.

Jaime Rangel

I, Jaime Rangel, will my swagger and my abs to Jack Tippman, all of my athleticism to Bruno Martinez, my intelligence to Absham Garcia, and my ability to be kind of funny sometimes to Cody Hagen and Cole Setler.

Charles Rathburn

I, Charles Rathburn, will everything Batman to Jack, everything "BEAR" to Austin, my attention seeking charisma to Blake, Trampas, and Jake, my seriousness to Donovan, my love for football to Mike, my tolerance for Obie to the Class of 2017, and my student section to anyone willing to take on the challenge.

Kaylyn Robinson

I, Kaylyn Robinson, will my work ethics and determination to Brevina Robinson and Kaylyn Collins. I also will my cheer voice to Courtney Brown and my confidence on the mat to Obie Rathburn and Brooke Booher.

William Roose

I, William Roose, will my smarts and the drive to strive for perfection to my sister. My mental and physical toughness to Melanie Laferty and my easy going attitude to William Stamp.

Julio Rubio

I, Julio Rubio, will all my love to my girl friend Bresna Griffis, my "no care" mentality to Mikel Watkins, and my artistic skills to my little brother Anthony Rubio.
I, Daniel Shuman, will my ability to work hard to my sister. Ashley, my drive to become the best in my class to William, my knowledge of computers to Kasandra, my ability to read and comprehend to Lexi, and my ability to stay attentive to Ryan.

I, Cory Sook, will my dedication to the underclassmen. I will my teamwork skills and my driving skills to my brother.

I, Ashley Stewart, will my ability to always be late and my procrastination skills to the underclassman.

I, Melissa Swinehart, will my witness to my sister, Ashley Masson, my ability to help others to Jessica Bannell, my ability to be an honor student and work hard to pass classes to Morgan McDonal and my ability to read music and have the potential to become a success to Donovan Sook.

I, Jenna Walz, will my work ethic and enthusiasm for learning to all underclassmen who find themselves with a thirst for education. I also will my ambition and diligence to my younger brother, James Cannon.

I, Jessica Walz, will my love of learning to my younger brother in the hope that it will catch on for him as it has for me. I also will the underclassmen an understanding of the importance of diversity, and of the innate worth that every human being is born with.

I, Brandon West, will leave my ability of fast physical fitness to Jared Mor, my smart alec personality to Mikel Watkins and my ability to cause trouble to David Valdez.

I, Jeremiah Wolfe, will my "hollibility" and amazing parking skills to my younger sister, Kaitlyn.

I, Brittany Wright, will my hard work to the underclassmen, my reputation to my brother, my strength to those who are in need, and my ability to stay in long relationships to Brenna Griffin.

I, Justin Zimmerman, will my ability to skip school on a daily basis and still be able to pass every class to my youngest sister Kala. I will my great speed and shortness to Mikel Watkins.
SJV Academic All League and Scholar Athletes

Megha Patel, Jessica Walz, Rachel Brock, and Cahill Krajnak were honored by the SJV League at a dinner at Sturgis Young Auditorium.

SJV Academic All League Award: Megha Patel and Jessica Walz. Students receiving this award must have a 3.25 grade point average and a score of 26 or higher on their ACT test.

SJV Academic Scholar Athletes: Rachel Brock and Cahill Krajnak. In order to be considered a Scholar Athlete students must have a minimum grade point average of a 3.5 and hold at least six varsity letters.

DAR Good Citizen Award

The student recipient of the Daughters of the American Revolution Good Citizen Award is based on outstanding qualities of dependability, service, leadership, and patriotism. The student recipient of this year’s award was Rachel Brock.

Teacher of the Year

This year Senior class President Allie Bailey presented the Teacher of the Year Award. Allie said, “This year’s teacher of the year stood out to our class by making learning interesting, and making reading not so bad, and still held high expectations while always making class fun. Congratulations to the Teacher of the Year, Mrs. Aron Keyerl.

Top Scholars

Students who earn a grade point average of 3.5 or above during their High School career are the Top Scholars for each graduating class. This year the top scholars were: Front Row: Jenna Walz, Megan Keith, Taylor Longacre, Bethany Hagner, Megha Patel, and Rachel Brock. Back Row: Jessica Walz, Chas Rathburn, William Roose, Cahill Krajnak, Devin Hoover, and Mitchell Moore.
For the Celebrity Auction, seniors dress up as celebrities and are auctioned off to teachers and students for money. The person who gets the highest bid on a "celebrity" gets the opportunity to have a "slave" for the next day. The Senior class raised over $300. Billy Roose was bought for the most money, a total of $32!
MOCK ELECTIONS

Loudest: Mitchel Black and Natasha Mercer
Quietest: Daniel Shuman and Melissa Swinehart
Most Changed: Gabe Mullins and Sammie Keegan
Best Hair: Connor Mroz and Ashley Stewart

Best Car: Skylar Hull and Megha Patel
Worst Car: Jeremiah Wolfe and Rachel Brock
Worst Driver: Jordan Lucas and Bethany Hagner

Crazy Cat Person: Matt Eger and Brooke Faulkner
Most Involved: Billy Roose and Allie Bailey
Best Dressed: Jaime Rangel and Rachel Brock
Most Spirited: Brett Baker and Allie Bailey
**Class Brains**
- Jaime Rangel and Jenna Walz

**Best Smile**
- Mitch Moore and Megan Keith

**Class Flirts**
- Kaylyn Robinson and Cahil Krajniak

**Class Clowns**
- Chas Rathburn and Haley Miller

**Most Gullible**
- Jordan Lucas, Brett Baker and Kyla Bellaire

**Drama Queen and King**
- Brandon West and Brittany Wright

**Never to Leave WP**
- Mitchel Black and Morgan Bailey

**Most Likely to be Famous**
- Matt Eger and Morgan Bailey

**Always Late**
- Brenna Elkins and Skylar Hull

**Prettiest Eyes**
- Jeremiah Wolfe, Shaun Harmon, and Lita Burton

**Most Athletic**
- Cahil Krajniak and Bethany Hagner

**Best Personality**
- Gabe Mullins and Megan Keith

**Class Whiners**
- Mitchel Black and Sammie Keegan

**Chief For Life**
- Brett Baker and Allie Bailey
Senior Awards Night

Rotary Roger Bakeman Memorial Scholarship: Allie Bailey
Rotary Club Scholarship: Cahill Krajniak, Megha Patel, and Bethany Hagner
John Kasdorf English Scholarship: Megha Patel
James Jimmy Harris Memorial Scholarship: Cahill Krajniak
White Pigeon Education Association Scholarship: Allie Bailey
John Kasdorf Art Scholarship: Allie Bailey
Carla Humphries Award: Chas Rathburn
Mary Nichols Matlanski Memorial Scholarship: Rachel Brock
1st Lt. Jonathan Edds Memorial Leadership Scholarship: Megha Patel
Wayne Ignatz Memorial Scholarship (Lions Club): Megan Keith

*RALPHA HUMPHRIES AWARD: Chas Rathburn
*ROTARY CLUB SCHOLARSHIP: Cahill Krajniak, Megha Patel, and Bethany Hagner
*ROTARY ROGER BAKER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP: Allie Bailey
*JAMES "JIMMY" HARRIS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP: Cahill Krajniak
*MARY A HARRIS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP: Matt Eger
*HARRIS SOURIS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP: Haley Miller
*MARY NICHOLS MATLANSKI MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP: Rachel Brock
*BRIAN ABBEY MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP: Rachel Brock
*JO ANNE SCHMELING MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP: Stephanie Land
*CLASS OF 1988 SCHOLARSHIP: Gabe Mullins
*THE WHITE PIGEON COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP: Rachel Brock
*WHITE PIGEON EDUCATION ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP: Allie Bailey
*JACKIE BESSER MEMORIAL WRESTLING AWARD: Shaun Harmon
*JOHN KASDORF ENGLISH SCHOLARSHIP: Megha Patel
*JOHN KASDORF ART SCHOLARSHIP: Allie Bailey
*THE ATHLETIC BOOSTERS SCHOLARSHIP: Rachel Brock and Cahill Krajniak
*1ST LT. JONATHAN EDDS MEMORIAL LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIP: Megha Patel
*WAYNE IGNATZ MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP (Lions Club): Megan Keith
*JOHN KRAMER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP (Lions Club): Taylor Longacre
*RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE SCHOLARSHIP: Rachel Brock, Allie Bailey, Chas Rathburn, Matt Eger, Cahill Krajniak, Bethany Hagner, and Haley Miller

Class Of 1968 Scholarship: Gabe Mullins

John Kramer Memorial Scholarship (Lions Club): Taylor Longacre
Jo Anne Schmeling Memorial Scholarship: Stephanie Land
The White Pigeon Community Association Scholarship: Rachel Brock
Jackie Besser Memorial Wrestling Award: Shaun Harmon
The Athletic Boosters Scholarship: Rachel Brock & Cahill Krajniak
Every year before graduation, the Senior class takes a trip together before they take off on their journey into the world. This year the class went to Cedar Point. The day was filled with laughter and adrenaline rushes as they created more memories of their last days together. The class advisors Mr. Gropp and Mrs. Jarrad brought hot dogs, chips and cupcakes to have while they were there. It was a fun day, but it was an emotional day of fun for some as they begin to say goodbye to their fellow classmates and hello to the world.


Foreign Exchange Students Diego El Haouli, Diandra Sevilha, Maria Figueroa, and Claudia Rivelli enjoyed the day.

Refreshing! Kyla Bellaire, Natasha Mercer, and Stephanie Land took a break from the rides and strolled around the amusement park.

Brett Baker enjoys the day with his loveable classmate Bethany Hagner, Brooke Faulkner, Taylor Longacre, Megha Patel, Rachel Brock, and Allie Bailey.

The wheels on the bus go round and round! This may be the only smooth ride Connor Mroz has all day.

The Three Musketeers! Seniors Brandan West, Megan Keith, and Connor Mroz enjoyed the day just by being together one last time before graduation.

Mitch Black, Haley Miller, and Bethany Hagner take time to be silly as they wait in line.

Up we go! Senior Class President Allie Bailey and class advisor Mrs. Jarrad enjoyed a ride on the ferris wheel.

Best friends for life! Kaylyn Robinson and Mallory Lambert are still having fun as they ride home from their day at the park.

Gol! Gol! Gol! Jeremiah Wolfe hurries off to get in line for the next ride.
Senior’s Last Days

LET-ER RIP TATER-CHIP!
Showing off his old tractor is Senior Cory Snook and along for the ride are Seniors Danial Shuman and Tyler Cruza.

That doesn’t look like the batmobile! Senior Chas Rathburn, rides around on his lawn mower during the senior drive around.

Seniors Brandon West and Julio Rubio make it clear that they’re best friends by feeding one another at the senior cook out.

How’s that donut taste? Seniors Brett Baker and Skylar Hull enjoy their freshly cooked meal at the Senior breakfast.

I actually wrote that? At their Senior breakfast, Senior Jessica Walz reads the letter that she wrote to herself eighth grade year.

All smiles, Senior Cahil Kranjick gives his mom a heartfelt hug before the Senior drive around. Cahil tells us how much he is going to miss her.

“It’s cool being able to read what you wrote to yourself years ago but it’s weird how much your mind changes,” said Senior Megha Patel.

Wind blown are Seniors Bethany Hagner and Hailey Miller as they pose for a picture after the fun filled Senior drive around.

As their last few days of high school unfolded, the Seniors got to experience some final bits of fun together. They completed their Senior Exit Interviews and had a Senior cook-out for their last Senior lunch which was stated to be better than the school’s lunch! On graduation practice day, they had a home cooked breakfast where they read letters they had written to themselves in 8th grade. After graduation practice the Seniors drove their choice of a vehicle around the high school in the traditional Senior drive around.

Class of: 2014

Connor
Mroz

Kaylyn
Robinson

Brittany
Wright

Mitchell
Moore
The day you wait 12 years for. The day that is filled with happiness and tears. You can’t wait to be done with school but you’re sad to say goodbye to the classmates you’ve grown up with and gotten to know. It’s the start of a new journey with new people. This year’s class song was “See You Again” by Carrie Underwood, the class flower was a Gerber Daisy, and the class motto was “To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also dream; not only plan, but also believe.” - Anatole France
Moments of Appreciation & Speeches

Brett Baker  Brittany Wright  Kyla Bellaire  Brenna Elkins

Mitchel Black  Bethany Hagner  Julio Rubio  Devin Hoover

Megha Patel and Taylor Longacre  Allie Bailey  Cahil Krajniak and Chas Rathburn
Thank You 2013-2014 Sponsors!

**Gold Sponsors**
WPCHIEFS - John Gentry
Mill’s Grocery - Union
Zimmy’s Tavern - Union

**Silver Sponsors**
Chicken Coop - Constantine
Custom Lawn Care - White Pigeon
Designs by Vogt’s - Sturgis
First Merit Bank - White Pigeon
Hagen Cement - White Pigeon
Monsanto - Constantine
River Run Sporting Goods - White Pigeon
The Andersons - White Pigeon
Wagner Farms - White Pigeon
White Pigeon Paper Company - White Pigeon

**Bronze Sponsors**
BOFA - Sturgis
Clewell Motors - Constantine
Farm Bureau Insurance - Three Rivers
Fillmore Equipment, Inc. - Union
George’s Café - Union
MCC McLeod Chiropractic Center - Three Rivers
Mercer’s Septic & Excavating - White Pigeon
Peoples Federal Savings Bank - Union
Rachael’s - White Pigeon
Rentfrow Tax & Accounting, LLC - White Pigeon
Select Seed Hybrids - White Pigeon
State Farm, Mary Beth Fleury - Three Rivers
Wagoner’s - White Pigeon
White Pigeon Auto Parts and Hardware - White Pigeon
White Pigeon Banking Center - White Pigeon

**Copper Sponsors**
Affairs to Remember - Middlebury
Bogen Concrete - Sturgis
Chupp Insurance Agency - Sturgis
Curly’s Auto Service Inc. - Sturgis
D & E U-Store - LaGrange
Diane’s Beauty Boutique - White Pigeon
Farrand Funeral Home, Inc. - White Pigeon
Fisher’s Bait and Tackle Co. - White Pigeon
Fit Zone - Sturgis
From Moments to Milestones - Sturgis
Hair Styles Etc. - White Pigeon
Harding’s - Three Rivers
Hedges Veterinary Hospital - Three Rivers
I-MED - Three Rivers
Longstreet Furniture - Sturgis
Michigan Lakes & Land - Union
Plaza Motel - White Pigeon
RE/MAX - Sturgis
Savory Family Restaurant - Sturgis
Sportsarama - Sturgis
Sturgis Veterinary Hospital, P.C. - Sturgis
Tuffy Tire and Auto Service - Sturgis
Union Insurance Agency, LLC - Union
Walters Bait & Tackle - Howe
White Pigeon Mini Storage - Constantine
429 people making our life 429 times better